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A New Method to Analyze Subband Adaptive Filters 
Based on the Frequency Domain Expressions 
Abstract 
A new method to analyze subband adaptive filters is proposed. This method is 
based on the frequency domain expressions of the adaptive algorithms in subband 
adaptive filters converted by the discrete Fourier transform. By combining this 
expression with the averaging method or the ordinary differential equation method, 
the stability condition and the excess mean square error can be evaluated. This 
method is applied to both the subband adaptive filter with delay recently proposed 
by Pradhan and Reddy and the delayless one. Simulation results show the validity 
of the theoretical results derived by our method. 
Keywords: subband adaptive filter, delayless subband adaptive filter, ODE, averaging 
method, frequency domain analysis 
1 Introduction 
Recently there have been increasing interests in subband adaptive filters (SADFs). The 
conventional SADF contains a delay and there is the aliasing effect when using a non-ideal 
filter bank. A delayless subband adaptive filter (DLSADF) was proposed in [1] by using 
the transformation of the taps of the subband adaptive filters into the fullband ones. A 
modification using the Hadamard transform was proposed in [2] where it is shown that 
there is no aliasing effect even using the non-ideal filter bank. Recently a new structure 
of the SADF which has a delay but is free from the aliasing effect has been developed by 
Pradhan and Reddy[3]. They have stated that this new scheme improves the convergence 
rate. This has been shown in some simulations in which each step size of the fullband 
and subband adaptive filters is adjusted to the best possible value by simulations, that 
is, it yields the fastest convergence to a desired point. In this paper we adjust each step 
size so that the excess mean square error (EMSE) becomes the same. To do this, it is 
necessary to evaluate the EMSE theoretically. However this is a kind of complex task in 
the time-domain analysis, because some fixed filters, downsamplers and upsamplers are 
in the system. The theoretical analysis of the EMSE of SADFs has not been fully studied 
yet. Also, the analysis of the convergence performance in [3] is done for the subband 
adaptive filters, not for the corresponding fullband characteristics. 
To analyze these properties in the SADF, a new approach is proposed. This approach 
is based on the frequency domain expression of the adaptive algorithms in the SADF 
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combined with the averaging method[4]. Once all the tap vectors and signal vectors 
expressed in the time domain is converted into those in the frequency domain by using the 
discrete Fourier transform (DFT), the updating equation of the adaptive filter is expressed 
in the frequency domain accordingly. After that, the averaging method is applied to the 
expression. By using the property of the DFT, the coefficient matrix in the updating 
equation can be approximately diagonalized. Strictly speaking, this analysis method is 
a kind of approximation, however, can be extract a significant property of the adaptive 
algorithm such as a stability condition with a clear formula. On the other hand, by 
applying the ODE method[5] to the frequency domain expression, the covariance matrix 
of the tap vector of the adaptive filter can be evaluated. From this result, the variance of 
error signal or the excess mean square error can be explicitly derived. 
The method is also applied to analyze delayless subband adaptive filters (DLSADFs). 
After deriving the general form of the stability condition by the averaging method and 
the variance of the error signal for the two band DLSADF by the ODE method, as a 
special case, we apply these formulas to the DLSADF with the Hadamard transform[2]. 
Some preliminary results about the analysis of this DLSADF by this method have been 
presented in [6]. 
2 The Averaging Method and the ODE method 
Here we give a brief review of the averaging method in [4] and the ODE method in [5]. 
Consider the general adaptive algorithm 
9(n + 1) = 9(n) + /-lh(9(n), x(n)) (1) 
where 9(n) is a parameter vector, x(n) is a stationary random input signal and /-l is the 
adaptive gain. The averaged system corresponding to (1) is 
(2) 
with h(9) = E [h(9, x(n))]. Then the following theorem [4, p.234] is proven. 
Theorem 1 Fix an interval [0, T]. For (1) and the corresponding averaged system (2), 
under some appropriate regularity conditions, there exists CT(/-l) so that for a given T 
max 119(n) - 9(n)11 ~ CT(/-l) w.p. 1 
1-5:n -5:T/J.L 
CT(/-l) -+ ° w.p. 1 as /-l -+ O. 
This theorem implies that the behavior of the averaged system is close to that of the 
corresponding original system when the step size /-l is sufficiently small. From this fact, 
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the convergence property of (1) can be examined by examining that of the averaged system 
(2). 
On the other hand, the ODE corresponding to (1) is given by 
d~~t) = h(O(t)). 
It is assumed that a convergent point of the ODE exists and is denoted by 8*. Under 
some regularity conditions, the following theorem holds [5, p.107]. 
Theorem 2 If all the eigenvalues of the derivative matrix H(8*) defined by 
(3) 
have negative real parts and if the matrix 
00 
8(8) = L E [h(8, x(n))ht(8, x(O))] (4) 
n=-oo 
exists, JL-l/2[8(n) - 8*] converges asymptotically (n -+ ex) and JL -+ 0) to a zero mean 
normal distributed random vector weakly with a covariance matrix Y, which is the solution 
of the Lyapunov equation 
(5) 
where t denotes the transpose of the complex conjugate vector or matrix. 
By using above theorem, the covariance matrix of the parameter estimation error vector 
8(n) 8* can be evaluated. 
3 Analysis of two band SADF 
We briefly summarize the structure of the SADF proposed by Pradhan and Reddy[3] and 
explain the analysis technique based on the frequency domain expression with using the 
averaging method and ODE method. For simplicity of the analysis, we consider the two 
band case. 
3.1 Structure of SADF 
The block diagram of the two band SADF proposed by Pradhan and Reddy is shown in 
Fig. 1. Wopt(z) denotes the unknown system. Ho(z) and H1(z) are the analysis filters in 
the lowpass band and the highpass band, respectively. ~ 2 is two-fold decimator. Go(z) 
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and G l (z) are the adaptive filters in each subband. The desired signal d(n) is generated 
by the in pu t signal x ( n) filtered by Wopt (z) and the addi ti ve w hi te noise v ( n ) which is 
uncorrelated to x(n). yo(k), Yl(k) and do(k), dl(k) denote the output signals and the 
decimated desired signals in each subband, respectively. To adjust the subband adaptive 
filters Go(z) and Gl(z), the subband error signals eo(k), el(k) and the decimated subband 
input signals xoo(k), xOl(k), xlO(k) and xll(k) are used. In [3]' the relation between the 
fullband adaptive filter W (z) and the subband adaptive filters is given by 
(6) 
so that Go(z) and Gl(z) correspond to the polyphase components. Of course, the adap-
tive filters are time-varying and their transfer functions are not defined. But here for 
convenience, we use the above notations W(z), Go(z) and G1(z). 
The updating equations of the tap vectors of Go(z) and Gl(z) is given by 
go(k) + J-L [{oeo(k)xoo(k) + {lel(k)xlO(k)] 
gl(k) + J-L [{OeO(k)xOl(k) + {lel(k)xll(k)] 
(7) 
(8) 
where {O and {I are the weighting factors which are proportional to the inverse ofaxo ' 
the variance of Xo (n) and a Xl' that of Xl (n), respectively. That is 
(9) 
The tap vector gi(k), i = 0,1 and the signal vectors are defined as 
[gi,O, gi,l, "', gi,Ng-l ]T 
[xi,j(k), xi,j(k 1)"", xi,j(k - Ng + l)]T (i,j 0,1). 
From (6), the tap length of the fullband adaptive filter becomes N = 2Ng . We assume 
that the tap length of the unknown system Wopt(z) equals to N. In [3], the weighting 
factors {O and {I are determined from the overall samples used in the adaptation. Instead, 
here, a~o and a~l are estimated by 
Aa;o (n - 1) + (1 - A)x~(n) 
Aa;l (n - 1) + (1 - A)xi(n) 
where A is a smoothing factor with ° < (1 A) ~ 1 and these are used in (9) for 
determining {o and {I· 
For later discussions, other signal vectors and the tap vectors are defined as follows. 
The input signal vector x(n), the subband signal vector xi(n), the noise signal vector 
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v(n), tap vectors Wopt, w(n), hi and z corresponding to Wopt(z), W(z), Hi(z) and the 
delay operator Z-l, respectively are defined as 
Wopt 
z 
[x(n), x(n - 1), "', x(n - N + 1) ]T 
[xi(n), xi(n - 1), "', xi(n N + 1) ]T 
[v(n), v(n - 1), "', v(n - N + 1) ]T 
[Wopt,O, Wopt,l, "', Wopt,N-1 ]T 
[wo(n), w1(n), "', wN-1(n) ]T 
[ hi 0, hi 1, "', hi Nh -1, 0, "', 0] T 
" '~




3.2 Frequency-domain Expressions of Signals and Filters 
Capital bold letters X(n), Xi(n), V(n), W opt , W(n), Hi and Z mean the N point 
discrete Fourier transformation (DFT) vectors of the x(n), xi(n), v(n), Wopt, w(n), hi 
and z, respectively. By using the N point DFT matrix 
[ ( . 27rlm)] F= exp -1~ l, m = 0, 1, ... , N - 1, 
these are written as 
X(n) _ [Xo(n), X1(n), "', XN- 1(n) ]T = Fx(n) 
Xi(n) _ [Xi,o(n), Xi,l(n), "', Xi,N-I(n) ]T = FXi(n) 
V(n) [Vo(n), V1(n), "', VN-I(n) ]T = FVi(n) 
W opt - [Wopt,o, Wopt ,l, "', Wopt,N-1 ]T = FWopt 
W(n) [Wo(n), W1(n), "', WN-I(n) ]T = Fw(n) 
Hi [Hi,o, Hi,l, "', Hi,N-1 ]T = Fhi 
Z [Zo, Zl, "', ZN-1 ]T = Fz 
where Zm = exp{ -i27rm/N}. The error signal e(n) is expressed as 
e(n) = -xt(n)~w + v(n) (10) 
where ~w = w(n) - Wopt and t denotes the complex conjugate transpose of a vector or 
a matrix. By using the DFT matrix F with Ft F = N I N where IN denotes an N x N 
identity matrix, (10) can be expressed as 
(11) 
7-
where ~ W(n) = F ~w(n) = W(n) - W opt . From (11), the variance of the error signal 
is calculated as 
(12) 
where 0-; is the variance of additive white noise v(n). 
3.3 Frequency-domain Expression of the Adaptive Filter 
In the time domain, (6) can be rewritten as the following equation, 
w(n) = U 9o(k) + z ® (U 91 (k)), k = n/2 (13) 
where ® denotes the convolution and U is an N x Ng up-sampling matrix defined by 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
U= 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
as in [7]. We should note that the relation between the time index in the fullband and 
that in the subband k = n/2 holds due to the two fold decimators. 
Applying the DFT matrix to (13), we get 
W(n) F(U go(k)) + AzF(U 91 (k)) (14) 
where Az = diag [Zo, Z11 ... , ZN-1]. In (14), the end effect due to finite length se-
quences is assumed to be small and is neglected. 
By substituting (7) and (8) into (14), the updating equation for ~W(n) = W(n)-
W opt is given by 
1 
~ W(n) = ~W(n - 2) + '-<L ,dFUXi,O(k - 1) + AzFUXi,l (k - 1)] ei(k - 1). (15) 
i=O 





6.wT (n)x(n - 1) 
6.wT (n)x(n N + 1) 
-v(n) (17) 
and B(n) = Fb(n). By using the property of the DFT matrix again, each subband signal 
vector is expressed as 
(18) 
(19) 
where D is an Ng x N down-sampling matrix defined by D U T . Substituting (16), 




A z FUDFtA1 N (IN/2 -IN/2). 
2 -IN/2 I N/2 
From this fact, FU DFt + AzFU DFt A1 = N I N so that (20) reduces to 
3.4 Stability Analysis by the Averaging Method 
The averaged system corresponding to (22) is given by 
(23) 
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where AHi = diag[ Hi,o, Hi,l, "', Hi,N-l ] and Q is defined as 
Q = diag [ Qo, Ql, "', Q N -1 ] 
27rm 
Qm = NSx(Wm), Wm = N' 
where Sx(w) denotes the spectral density of the input signal x(n). See Appendix A for the 
detailed derivation of (23). The matrix I:;=o [iAkiQAHi is diagonal and all its elements 
are positive. Therefore, this system is always stable for the positive small J-L. This result 
can be easily generalized to the M-band case where the relevant matrix in (23) is replaced 
by I:t!:Ol [iAkiQAHi. If M » 1, the bandwidth is small so that the quantity IHi,m12Qm 
is approximately proportional to O";i' the variance of the subband signal Xi (n). Since [i 
is proportional to the inverse of O";i' all the elements of the above matrix are same. This 
coincides with the result in [3] 
3.5 Second Order Analysis 
The ODE corresponding to (22) is given by 
d~W(t) = _~ ~ -At QA -~W() dt N !---t ['I, Hi Hz t 
1,=0 




See Appendix B for the detailed derivation of S (~ W *). Since both matrices are diagonal 
matrices, the Lyapunov equation can be easily solved. As a result, we obtain 
Y diag [Yo, Yl , "', YN - l ] 
O"~N [ 2 2] Ym -3- [OIHO,ml + [lIHl,ml . 
Once the solution Y is obtained, the covariance matrix can be evaluated as 
(25) 
Since ~ W (n) is slowly varying in contrast to X (n), we use the so-called the averaging 
principle[8]. By applying this to (12), the variance of the error signal can be obtained as 
-10-
Since E [X(n)Xt(n)] ~ Q, by substituting (25) into (26), the variance of the error signal 
is finally evaluated as 
O"~ (1 + ~N~) 
1 N-l 
3N2 L Qm [foI Ho,mI 2 + flI Hl,mI 2] . 
m=O 
By using the continuous frequency, this can be approximated as 
~ . ~ (7r Sx(w) (foIHo(e iW ) 12 + flIHl(e iW )12) dw 
3 211" J- 7r 
1 (2 2 ) 
"3 fOO"xo + flO"Xl 
Substituting (9) into the above equation, ~ is roughly approximated as 
(27) 
If IHo( eiw ) 12 + IHI (eiw ) 12 = 1 is satisfied, then 0";0 + 0";1 = 0"; where 0"; is the variance 
of x(n). Since the harmonic mean is less than ot equal to the arithmetic mean, we have 
~ ~ 0";/6. Note that the corresponding ~ of the fullband adaptive filter is 0";/2 [4]. Thus 
the excess mean square error of this SADF is at least reduced to 1/3 of that of the fullband 
one. For the M -band case the corresponding formula will be 
1 (1 M-l 1 )-1 ~=- -L-2 
3 M j=O O"Xj 
4 Analysis of DLSADFs 
By using the technique in the previous section, we consider the stability condition and the 
excess mean square error of DLSADFs. First, we apply the method to a general DLSADF. 
After that we treat the DLSADF with the Hadamard transform in [2] as a special case. 
The preliminary results of this section were presented in [6]. 
4.1 Frequency-domain Expression of a DLSADF 
In a two band DLSADF shown in Fig. 2, the subband adaptive filters Go(z) and G1 (z) 
are converted into the fullband filter W(z) with the following rule 
(28) 
as in [9]. In the time domain, (28) can be rewritten as the following equation, 
(29) 
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Applying the DFT matrix F to (29), then the frequency-domain description of (29) is 
given by 
(30) 
with ACi = diag[ Ci,o, Ci,l, ... , Ci,N-l] (i = 0,1) where each diagonal element of Ac 
corresponds to each element of C i = F Ci and Ci is the tap vector of Ci (z) . Two tap 
vectors of the subband adaptive filters are updated by the following LMS algorithm, 
(31) 
We have the following relations for the decimated input signal x~(k) and the decimated 
error signal e~ (k) in each subband: 
x~(k) 
e~(k ) 
DXi(n) = DFtXi(n)/N 
ei(n) = (d(n) - y(n))thi = B't(n)HdN 
(32) 
(33) 
where B'(n) = F(d(n) - y(n)). Both d(n) and y(n) are defined as d(n) = [d(n), d(n-
1), ... , d(n - N + 1) ] and y(n) = [ y(n), y(n - 1), ... , y(n - N + 1) ]. Substituting 
(31), (32) and (33) into (30), the following recursive equations for ~ W(n) is obtained, 
~W(n) 
K'(X(n), ~ W(n)) 
~W(n - 2) + /-LK'(X(n - 2), ~W(n - 2)) 
~ tAciFUDFtXi(n)B't(n)H i . 
N i=O 
4.2 Stability Condition of DLSADFs 
(34) 
(35) 
By using the similar approximation method in Appendix A, the averaged system corre-
sponding to (34) is given by 
1 ~W(n) = ~W(n - 2) - };2 LAciFUDFtAkiAHiQ~W(n - 2) (36) 
i=O 
where the derivation is omitted. Due to (21), (36) is reduced to 
(37) 
where A is defined as 
(38) 
with 
An Ldiag [Ci ,o\Hi ,oI2, Ci ,1IHi,1\2, ... , Ci ,N/2-1I H i,N/2-11 2] 
i 
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L diag [Ci,oIHi,N/212, Ci,1 1 Hi,N/2+1 12, 
i 
L diag [Ci,N/2I Hi,oI2, Ci,N/2+1IHi,11 2, 
i 
Ci,N/2-1IHi,N _11 2] 
Ci,N -IIH i,N/2-11 2] 
A22 L diag [Ci,N/2I Hi,N/21 2, Ci,N/2+1I Hi,N/2+11 2, ... , Ci,N-IIHi,N-11 2] . 
i 
Since A is no longer diagonal, the situation becomes complex compared with that of the 
previous section. 
For (37) to be stable, the real parts of all the eigenvalues of the matrix AQ must be 
positive for a small positive fJ. Let us examine whether all the roots of the characteristic 
equation of the matrix AQ are on the right-half plane in the complex plane or not. We 
define the following vectors whose elements are all zero except the m-th and (m+N/2)-th 
elements, 
Pm [ 0, 0, tm, 0, tm+N/2' 0, O)T 
Pm+N/2 [ 0, 0, tm, 0, tm+N/2' 0, O)T 
m=O, 1, ... , N/2 - 1. 
The characteristic equation of the matrix AQ is obtained from AQPm APm and 
AQPm+N/2 = APm+N/2 as 
fm(>') = (>. - Qm ~ Ci,mI Hi,mI2) (>. - Qm+N/2 ~ Ci,m+N/2IHi,m+N/2 12 ) 
- QmQm+N/2 L Ci,m 1 Hi,N/2+m 12 L Cj,N/2+mIHj,mI2 = 0. 
i j 
(39) 
These Pm are eigenvectors corresponding to eigenvalues Am (m = 0, 1, ... , N - 1). 
Generally speaking, IHo,m+N/212 = IH1,m1 2 and IH1,m+N/212 = IHo,m1 2 hold in the filter 
bank such as the quadrature mirror filter (QMF) bank or the conjugate quadrature filter 
(CQF) bank. If we assume that Ci(z) is the QMF bank, from Co(z) = C1 (-z), CO,m+N/2 = 
C1,m and C1,m+N/2 = CO,m hold. From this assumption, (39) is rewritten as 
(40) 
(m Co,mI Ho,mI 2 + C1,mIHl,mI 2 
TJm Co,mI H l,mI 2 + C1,mI Ho,mI 2. 
From [10, p.250], the stability condition of a general second order polynomial with 
complex coefficients J(z) is given by \72 = -al < ° and \74 = aib2 - a~ - ala2bl > ° 
where J(iz) = -z2 + bIZ + b2 + i(alz + a2). In the present case, for (40) by setting (m = 
am +ijJm and (~ TJ; = K,m +iEm, we have al = -(Qm + Qm+N/2)am, a2 = QmQm+N/2Em' 
13 -
-(Qm + Qm+N/2)am < 0 
QmQm+N/2 [(Qm + Qm+N/2)2am (am""m + f3m Em) - QmQm+N/2E~] > O. ( 41) 
Qm is real and positive so that Qm + Qm+N/2 > 0, (Qm + Qm+N/2)2 / (QmQm+N/2) 2:: 4. 
Hence (41) is satisfied if 
If the above inequalities are satisfied, all the eigenvalues Am (m = 0, 1, "', N - 1) are 
in the right-half plane so that ~ W(n) asymptotically converges to O. Since ~w(n) = 
(1/ N)Ft ~ W(n), ~w(n) also converges to O. 
Next let us consider the stability of the DLSADF using the Hadamard transform 
as a special case. In this configuration, we set Co = 1/2[1, 1, 0, "', O]T and C1 = 
1/2[1, -1, 0, O]T so that we obtain each element of Co and C 1 as 
CD,rn = ~ (1 + e-i2~m), CI,m = ~ (1- e-i2~m). 
In this case, (42) becomes 
~(1 + <Pm) > 0 
<Pm [(1 + <Pm)2 + ?/J~] > 0 (m = 0,1", ',N/2 - 1) (43) 
where <Pm = cos(27rm/N) (IHo,mI 2 -IH1,mI2 ), ?/Jm = sin(27rm/N) (IHo,mI2 -IH1,mI2 ) and 
the power complementary property IHo,m1 2 + IH1,m1 2 = 1 are used. Since in the lowpass 
band IHo,m1 2 > IH1,m1 2 and in the highpass band IHo,m1 2 < IH1,mI2 , <Pm is always positive 
except at the point whose corresponding frequency is 7r /2. This point can be avoided if we 
assume that N = 4q + 2 where q is a positive integer. Thus the stability condition (43) is 
satisfied. If this is not the case, we append an appropriate number of zeros to the SADF 
taps gi(k). But the modes close to 7r /2 cause the slow convergence if the magnitude of 
the frequency response of the unknown system is not small around this frequency 7r /2. 
This explains the slow convergence seen in the example in Fig.3 of [2]. 
4.3 Second Order Analysis of DLSADFs 
The equilibrium point of the ODE corresponding to (37) is ~ W * = 0, and if the two 
conditions in (42) are satisfied, the derivative matrix H(~ W) = -AQ/(2N) is a stable 
matrix. The matrix S at the equilibrium point ~ W * is obtained as 
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The derivation is similar to that of (24) in Appendix B and is omitted. By substituting 
H (~ W *) and S (~ W *) into the Lyapunov equation (5), noting that H (~ W *) and 
S(~ W *) have the same structure with that of A in (38), the solution is given by the 
following form, 
where 
Y a diag[ Ya,o, Ya,l, "', Ya,N/2-1 ] 
Y b Y~ = diag[ Yb,o, Yb,I' "', Yb,N /2-1 ] 
Y d diag[ Yd,O, Yd,l, "', Yd,N/2-1 ]. 
From this result, the variance of the error signal is formally evaluated as 
(44) 
If Co(Z), Ho(z) and C1 (z), HI (z) are close to the ideal lowpass filter and highpass 
filter, respectively, A is approximated to a diagonal matrix so that ~ is easily calculated 
as 
(rv 1 ~1 Qml 2:;=0 Ci,mIHi,mI 2 12 
- 6N2 m=O 2:;=0 Re[Ci,m]IHi,mI2 
This is roughly approximated as 
5 Simulation Results 
5.1 Verifying the Stability 
(45) 
By some simulations, we verify whether theoretical stability condition in the DLSADF 
is correct or not. We use a 128 tap FIR filter as an unknown system. The step size /-L, 
the variance of the additive Gaussian white noise (); and the analysis filter bank are fixed 
to 0.001, 1.0 x 10-4 and 32 tap QMF bank, respectively. The input signal is assumed 
to be Gaussian white noise with zero mean and unit variance. Under this configuration, 
we check the stability condition (42) and perform simulations. These results are listed 
in Table.1. The first column denotes a code name of the filter Ci(z) (i = 0,1) in [12]. 
All the cases except "Hadamard" do not satisfy the two conditions in (43). These results 
coincide with the empirical results. 
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5.2 Evaluating Excess Mean Square Errors 
We evaluate the excess mean square errors of the two band Pradhan's SADF and of the 
two band DLSADF with the Hadamard transform. The same FIR filter in the previous 
simulations is used as the unknown system. Both the step size fL and the variance of 
additive white noise (J"; are fixed to 1.0 x 10-4 . Two input signals are considered. One 
is the Gaussian white noise with zero mean and unit variance. The other is the first 
order lowpass AR process with innovation variance 1.0 and AR coefficient 0.9 so that 
(J"~ = 5.2632. (1 - A) is fixed to 0.01. 
Table 2 shows the simulation results under the above configuration. All the empirical 
results are obtained by taking the averages over independent 10 runs. All these results 
coincide well to the theoretical ones where we note that since Ci(z)'s of the DLSADF 
using the Hadamard transform are far from ideal, we use (44) to evaluate e numerically. 
But the rough estimate in (45) still gives good results. For the white input signal, ~ of 
the Pradhan's SADF is close to that of the DLSADF with the Hadamard transform. On 
the other hand, for the colored input signal, we can see that ~ of the Pradhan's SADF is 
considerably reduced. In this case, fL of the Pradhan's SADF can be theoretically increased 
up to about 20 times larger than that of the fullband ADF with the same EMSE. 
Fig. 3 shows the mean square error (MSE) curves of the Pradhan's SADF and the 
fullband ADF. In this simulation, the above first order AR process is used as the input 
signal. Other parameters except the step size fL are just the same with the above simula-
tions. fL of the Pradhan's SADF is fixed to 2.0 x 10-2 . Then ~ is evaluated as 0.13361 so 
that fL~ becomes 2.6722 x 10-3 . When fL of the fullband ADF is set to 7.2 x 10-4 , then ~ 
becomes 3.6985. As a result, fL~ is 2.6629 X 10-3 which almost equals to that of Pradhan's 
SADF. The ratio of both fLS is 27.8 which almost coincides with the theoretical one, 23.1. 
The Pradhan's SADF and the fullband ADF converge to the desired point at 5000 and 
7000, respectively. From this fact, we conclude that the convergence rate is improved by 
the Pradhan's SADF. 
6 Conclusion 
We have proposed a new method to analyze SADFs based on the frequency domain 
expression with combined the averaging method and the ODE method. As an analysis 
example, our method has been applied to the Pradhan's SADF. From this analysis, we 
have theoretically shown that the Pradhan's SADF is always stable and its EMSE is 
reduced compared with the usual fullband adaptive filter. As another example our method 
has been also applied to the DLSADF with the Hadamard transform. We have found a 
mode that is related to slow convergence rate in some cases. The corresponding EMSE is 
16-
larger than that of the Pradhan's SADF at the expense of the delaylessness. 
Appendix 
A Derivation of (23) 
To derive (23), we evaluate the average of Xi(n)Bt(n) for fixed 1:::..W in (22). 
From (17), the m-th element of B(n) is expressed as 
N-l N-l+p I: 1:::..wp(n)ei27r;P I: x(n - l)e-i27r~1 - Vm(n) (46) 
p=o l=p 
Next, we describe Xi(n) by using the input signal x(n). Since xi(n) (i = 0,1) are the 
output of the lowpass filter and the highpass filter respectively, we have 
Xi(n) = [ h; x(n), h; x(n 1),· .. , h; x(n - (N - 1)) ]T . ( 47) 
By applying the N point DFT matrix F to Xi (n), the m-th element of Xi (n) is calculated 
as 
(48) 
From (46) and (48), the (m, k)-th element of matrix Xi(n)Bt(n) can be described as 
Nh-1 N-l , 
~ i 27rmp ~ ()' ~ L.t hi,pe N L.t 1:::..wp, n e- l N (49) 
p=o p'=o 
N-l+p N-l+p' 
X I: I: x(n l)x(n 
l=p l'=p' 
Nh-1 N-l+p 
- I: hi,pei27r;P I: x(n l)e-i27r~IVk*(n) 
p=o l=p 
where * denotes the complex conjugate operation. Taking the average of (49), the second 
term in (49) is zero due to the uncorrelatedness of V (n) and X (n) so that (49) for fixed 
1:::..wp, is expressed as 
Nh-l N-l , 




X E t; l~' x(n -l)x(n l') e -iWml e -i( -Wk )1' ] (50) 
, , 
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where Wm = 27rm/N and Wk = 27rk/N. The sum with respect to l is equal to the sum 
for 0 ::; l ::; N - 1 minus the sum for 0 ::; l ::; p - 1 plus N ::; l ::; N - 1 + p. Since 
latter two sums are of O(Nh), and can be discarded under the assumption Nh « N, App' 
is approximated as 
[
N-I N-I+p' ] 
App' ~ E I: I: x(n - l)x(n - l')e-c-iwmle-i(-wk)l' . 
l=O l'=p' 
If we set 
00 
d~N)(Wm) I: hI (l)x( n - l)e -iwml 
l=-oo 
00 
d~N) (Wk) I: h2(l')x(n - l')e- iwkl' 
l'=-oo 
where 
hI (l) { 1 O::;l::;N-l 0 otherwise 
h2(l') { 1 p' ::; l' ::; N - 1 + p' 0 otherwise 
we have 
_ [(N)( ) (N)( )] App' - E dl Wm d2 -Wk . 
Then the theorem in [11, p.92, Theorem 4.3.1]' which evaluates the cumulants of the finite 
Fourier transform of r dimensional time series, can be applied to App'. As a result, App' 
is approximated as 
App' = Hi~)(wm - Wk)Sx(Wm) + o(N) 
where Sx(w) is the spectral density of the input signal x(n) and 
N-I 
Hi~)(w) = I:hl(l)h2(l)e-iwl = I: e-iwl . 
l l=p' 
For Wm -=I Wk, App' is of o(N). Since Hi~)(O) = (N - p'), App' is approximated as 
By substituting the above equation into (50), the k-th diagonal element of the matrix 
Xi(n)Bt(n) is written as 
(51) 
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Putting ~wp,(n) = 0 for -(N - 1) :::; P' :::; -1. A~ can be rewritten as 
A, ~1 A _ ( ) N - Ip'l _i 2-rrkp' k = D uWp' nNe N 
p'=-(N-1) 
(52) 
where fN(P') = (N - Ip'I)/N is called the Bartlett window. Since (52) is the DFT of the 
product of ~wp'(n) and fN(P'), it is also expressed by the convolution of ~W(w) and the 
Fejer kernel FN(W) = sin2 (Nw/2)/(27rNsin2 (w/2)) as 
(53) 
where ~W(w) and FN(W) are the DFT of ~wp,(n) and fN(P') , respectively. When N 
is sufficiently large, FN(W) is close to a delta function[ll]. Then (53) can be further 
approximated as 
A~ ~ ~W(Wk) = ~Wk(n). (54) 
Using the above equation, (51) can be approximated by 5mkHi~k~Wk(n)Qk' Hence, 
E[Xi(n)Bt(n)] is asymptotically close to the following diagonal matrix, 
E[Xi(n)Bt(n)] ~ AkiQA~W(n)' (55) 
where A~W(n) = diag[ ~Wo(n), ~W1(n), "', ~WN-1(n)] and Q = diag[ Qo, Q1, "', QN-1], 
Qm NSx(wm). By taking the average of (22) for fixed ~W(n) and substituting (55) 
into it, (23) is obtained. 
B Derivation of (24) 
From the definition of matrix S, we have 
1 00 1 1 S(~W) = N2 L LLrirjE [Xi(n)Bt(n)HiH}B(O)X}(O)]. 
n=-oo i=O j=O 
Let us calculate the term 
00 
L E [Xi(n)Bt(n)HiH}B(O)X}(O)] (56) 
n=-oo 
at the equilibrium point ~ W * = O. Since only the second term in (49) remains for 
~ W = 0, the (m, m') element of (56) is expressed as 
00 N h -1 N h -1 , , N -1 +p N -1 +p' , , 
'"""" '"""" . 2rrmp '"""" • 2rrm p '"""" '"""" . 2rrml ·2rrm I D D hi,pell'l D hj,pe-1- N - D D x(n - l)x( -l')e-1r;r-el - N -
n=-oo p=O p'=O l=p l'=p' 
N-1 N-1 
X L L Vk*(n)Hi,kVk,(O)H;,k' 
k=O k'=O 
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Taking the average of the above quantity, it becomes 
00 [N-l+P N-l+p' ,,] N-l N-l n~oo Hi~mHj,m' E ~ It;, x(n -l)x( -l')e- i ";" ei2'~ , ~ ~O E [Vk'(n)Vk'(O)] Hi,kHi,k" 
, ..I 
V' 
A' pp' (57) 
We use the same method in Appendix A to evaluate A~p'. Since 0 ~ p, p' ~ Nh - 1 and 
Nh « N, we have A~p' ~ A~,o. Also, the length of the overlap of the windows is N - Inl 
for -(N - 1) ~ n ~ N - 1 and 0 otherwise, we have 
1) (58) 
Also, the term E [Vk*(n)Vk'(O)] in (57) is given by 
so that 
(59) 
where Sv(w) is the spectral density of v(n). By substituting (58) and (59) into (57), we 
have 
N-l N-l 
(57) ~ N26mm,H~mHj,mSx(Wm) L Hi,kHj,kSv(Wk) L f 2(n)e- i(W m -Wk)n 
k=O n=-(N-l) 
where f(n) is the Bartlett window introduced in Appendix A. The sum with respect to 
n is approximated by (2N/3)6mk as N -t 00. Hence, the (m + 1, m' + 1) element of (56) 
is given by 
(57) ~ ~N28mm'H;',mHj,mQmHi,mH;,mSv(Wm). 
For simplicity, we assume that {v(n)} is white with the variance 0";, then we have 
(56) ~ ~N2a~AkiAHiQAkjAHj' 
Finally, we find that S (.6. W *) can be approximated by the following matrix, 
-20-
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do(k) + eo (k) 
x(n) 
+ el(k) 




y(n) _ + )--------.-
ern) 




Ci(z) 1st condition 2nd condition empirical 
Hadamard satisfied marginal stable 
8A not satisfied not satisfied unstable 
12A not satisfied not satisfied unstable 
16A not satisfied not satisfied unstable 
Table 1: Stability checking of the two band delayless subband adaptive filter 
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~ 
Gaussian white noise 1st order AR 
theoretical empirical theoretical empirical 
Pradhan's SADF 0.16660 0.18094 0.11384 0.085254 
DLSADF with Hadmard transform 0.28804 0.20271 0.93975 0.78206 
Table 2: Comparison of ~ of the Pradhan's two band SADF with that of the DLSADF 
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nUrYlber of input samples nUrTlber of input samples 
Figure 3: MSE curves showing the convergence rate under the condition with having the 
same EMSE, where step sizes are 0.02 and 0.00072 for the Pradhan's SADF and the usual 
fullband ADF, respectively. 
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Second Order Analysis of a Multiple Minor 
Components Extraction Algorithm by the Averaging 
Method 
Keywords: minor component analysis, adaptive algorithm, averaging method, second 
order analysis 
Abstract 
In this paper, we derive the asymptotic distribution of a multiple minor com-
ponents extraction algorithm based on the algorithm proposed by Douglas, et ai. 
for the extraction of the eigenvalue corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue of 
the covariance matrix of the input vector. Our algorithm extracts multiple minor 
components by applying the deflation technique and the GS (Gram-Schmidt) or-
thogonalization. By using the ODE (Ordinary Differential Equation) theory based 
on the averaging method and solving the related Lyapunov equation, we derive the 
asymptotic distribution of our minor components extraction algorithm. 
1 Introduction 
Minor component analysis plays important roles in many applications, such as MUSIC 
algorithm and Pisarenko frequency estimation. Several adaptive algorithms for minor 
component extraction have been proposed. Thompson/Owsley algorithm [1] is originally 
an estimator for the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue. This algorithm 
can be used for minor component analysis by replacing the adaptive gain Jj by - Jj. An 
equivalent algorithm has been proposed by Reddyet al. [2]. Oja has suggested an LMS 
type algorithm with a negative adaptive gain from a neural network point of view [3]. 
The PASTd algorithm which was originally used in principal component analysis in [4] 
has been modified for multiple minor components extraction by Sakai and Shimizu [5]. 
The properties of these algorithms have not been fully analyzed. Solo and Kong [6] 
have compared Reddy's algorithm with Oja's algorithm by means of the averaging method. 
Also, Yang [7] derived the asympotic distribution of the PAST algorithm by using the 
ODE (Ordinary Differential Equation) method in [8]. Also, a similar performance analysis 
is made by Delmas and Cardoso [9]. 
The algorithm in [4] uses Oja's algorithm as a fundamental building block for ex-
traction of a single minor component. In this paper, we use a more stable algorithm 
by Douglas, Kung, Amari [10] and derive the asymptotic distoribution of the algorithm. 
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Our algorithm is based on the deflation technique and the orthogonalization. In order to 
derive the asymptotic distributions, we also use the ODE method. And by the computer 
simulations, we compare the empirical covariances of our algorithm with the theoretical 
values. 
2 Minor Component Analysis 
Single minor component analysis is extracting the eigenvector corresponding to the min-
imum eigenvalue of the covariance matrix of the input vector x(k) where x(k) is an 
n-dimensional stochastic input signal and is assumed to be real with zero mean and the 
covariance matrix C 
C = E[x(k)xT(k)]. (1) 
The eigenvalues of C are given by 
An ~ An-1 ~ ... ~ Ar > ... > A2 > A1 > 0 (2) 
and the eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues are Un, ... , U1, respectively. For 
notational simplicity we use the reversed ordering with the usual convention. Then C is 
expressed as 
n 




We use the following adaptive algorithm with a sufficiently small positive constant 





This algorithm is slightly different from those used in [5] and [6]. The reason why we 
choose this will become apparent later. From(3),(4) and A, we have 
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Taking the expectation with respect to x, the ODE of vl(k) is given by 
VI = hl(Vl) - (11 vl11 4C - 1V[CVl) VI· (5) 
Thus for the Lyapunov function L(Vl) = (11 vl11 2 - 1)2, 
L(Vl) = -41IvlI12VICVl(llvlI12 - 1)2 < O. 
This means that IIvnll -+ 1. Using the argument in [5], we have vl(k) -+ Ul' So the vector 
vl(k) in the algorithm (3) converges to the eigenvector Ul corresponding to the minimum 
eigenvalue Al of C. Next, we consider extracting multiple rninor components by using 
the deflation technique. First, we state about the second minor component and extend 
to the i-th minor component. 
The algorithm of the second minor component extraction is as follows 
• deflation step 
x2(k) = (I - vl(k)vI(k))x(k) 
• updating the weight vector 
1P2(k) = v2(k - 1) - j1A2(k)V2(k 1) 
where 
A2(k) =11 v2(k 1) 114 x2(k)xI(k) - l{vI(k -1)x2(k)}2 
and C 2 = E[x2(k)xI(k)] 
• orthogonalization step 




By using the "deflated" vector X2 (k) and the orthogonalization, V2 (k) converges to the 
eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue A2' The orthogonalization step which is not 
necessary for principal component analysis is needed. This is because the covariance 
matrix C 2 of the "deflated" vector X2 is given by 
C2 -+ C - 2UlUIc + UICUlUlUI = C - AlUlUI 
o . Ul uI + A2U2UI + ... + AnUnU;. 
From this calculation, the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix C 2 are AI, An-I, O. 
SO, A2 is not the smallest and the orthogonalization is needed to prevent that V2 (k) 
converges to Ul again. By (8) vf(k)V2(k) = 0 is ensured. 
Similarly, the i-th (i = 2,' . " n) minor component is extracted by the following algo-
rithm. 
• deflation step 
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xl(k) = x(k) 
i-I 
xi(k) = (1 - 2:: Vj(k)vJ(k))x(k). 
j=1 
• updating the weight vector 
'¢Ji(k) = vi(k - 1) - /-LAi(k)Vi(k - 1) 
• orthogonalization 
i-I vj(k)vJ(k) 






Ai ( k) = II Vi ( k 1) 114 Xi ( k ) x f ( k) - 1 { v f (k - 1) Xi ( k ) } 2 ( 13 ) 
and C i = E[xi(k)xf(k)] 
3 The Second Order Analysis 
In this section, we will derive the ODE of the above minor components extraction al-
gorithm (8)-(12). First we consider the case of the single minor conponent extraction 
algorithm and extend the result to multiple minor component analysis. 
First, we derive the ODE of the single minor component extraction algorithm and 
calculate H (Ul), S (Ul) and the covariance matrix D in Appendix A. 
The derivative matrix H( VI) is calculated from (5) as 
(14) 
The derivative matrix at the equilibrium point Ul is 
n-l 
= - 2A1U1Uf + 2::( -Aj + Ar)UjU;. (15) 
j=2 
This means that eigenvalues of H (U1) are all negative. But for the algorithm in [3], 
- 2A1 is replaced by 2A1. This violates the assumption about (46) in A. This is why we 
use the algorithm (3), (4). 
In order to compute the matrix S(V1), we further assume that x(k) is independently, 
identically and normally distributed. This allows us to simplify (45) in A to the expression 
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and the high order moments can be easily calculated. After some calculations, 8 11 
8( U1) is obtained as 
(16) 
By solving the Lyapunov equation H(U1)D 11 + D11HT(U1) 
covariance matrix D 11 as 
-811 , we obtain the 
(17) 
Next, we will derive the ODE of the i-th minor component extraction by using the 
deflation technique i 1 times. But in deriving the ODE, complicated calculations are 
needed. So,we simplify (11), (12) by some approximations. Here we have 1jJ1(k) = v1(k) 
and after some approximation, we can simplify (11), (12) as 
where 
i-l1jJj(k)1jJJ(k) 
"" 'l/Ji(k) j; II 'l/Jj(k) W 'l/Ji(k) 
~ vi(k - 1) + /-Lhi ( VI (k - 1), ... Vi(k 
i-I VjvJ i-I Aj(k)vjvJ 
hi ( VI,' .. , Vi, xi(k)) -Ai(k)Vi + j; IIVjl12 Ai(k)Vi + j; IIVjll2 Vi 
(18) 
(19) 
i-I TAT(k) i-I TAT(k) 
+ j; Vj~IVjlf2 Vi - 2 j; Vj lI~jll4 Vj VjV] Vi (20) 
(51) + (52) + (53) + (54) + (55) 
(21) 
The details of the derivation are presented in Appendix B. Then by taking the expec-




N ext we define the vectors 
T [T T] V = VI"'" Vr , 
and the derivative matrix as 
T [T T] U = UI ,"', Ur 
8 - 1 8VT hI (VI) T 
8 -
8v;:hr (VI,"" V r ) 
We define each block of the derivative matrix (25) at the equilibrium point as 
Hpq (H(u))pq 
iJ lip ( VI, "; " , v p) I (p, q = 1, ... , r). 
8vq v=u 
After some calculations, each block of the derivative matrix is obtained as 
Hpq = 
n L (-Aj + Ap)UjuJ - 2Apu pu; (p = q) 
j=p+1 
(p > q) 





The details of the derivation of (27) are in Appendix C. Also, S(u) corresponding to (45) 
in A is calculated as 
The details of the derivation of (28) are in D. 
4 Calculation of the Estimation Error Covariance Ma-
trix 
From Appendix A, the covariance matrix D is given by solving the Lyapunov equation 
H(u)D + DHT(U) -S(u) (29) 
Let the (i,j)th block of D be denoted by Dij (i,j 1"", r) . Since from (27), H(u) is 




HppDpq + DpqH~q - ~ HpiDiq - ~ DpkH~k - Spq 
i=l k=l 
-Spq (30) 
for q = 1,···,p; p = 1,···,r. Thus we can obtain Dll,D21,D22,···,Drl,···,Drr in 
this order, since Spq in the right hand side of (30) is already given when we solve (30) 
about Dpq. 
Applying the vec operation which transforms a matrix into a column vector to (30), 
we have 
<ppqvec Dpq = -vec Spq (31) 
where 
(32) 
and Q9 denotes the Kronecker product. In (31) we use the identity 
vec (ABC) = (CT Q9 A)vec B (33) 
In [11]. From (27) the eigenvectors of Hpp are Ul, U2,···, Un with the corresponding 
nonpositive eigenvalues /-If (i = 1,· .. , n) as 
1
0 (i=I,···,p-l) 
/-If = -2Ap (i = p) 
- Ai + Ap (i = p + 1, ... , n) 
(34) 
Since the eigenvalues of <Ppq are /-If + /-l] with the corresponding eigenvectors Uj Q9Ui (i, j = 
1, ... , n), from (34) we note that /-If + /-l] = 0 for i = 1, ... , p - 1, and j = 1, ... , q 1 so 
that the null space N(<ppq) is spanned by Uj Q9 Ui (i = 1,··· ,p -1;j = 1,···, q - 1). Let 
one particular solution of (31) be vec D~q. Then using (32), any solution of (30) can be 
expressed as 
p-lq-l 
D - DO '" '" pq T pq - pq + 6 6 aij UiUj . (35) 
i=l j=l 
Using this expression for D iq (i = 1,··· ,p - 1), Dpk (k = 1,···, q - 1) and substituting 
these into the right hand side of (30),we note that the indeterminate term in (35) does 
not contribute to Spq in (30), since, for example, from (27) 
p-l i-I p-l 
~(Ap Ai)UiU; ~ ~ a;julUJ = 0 
i=l l=l j=l 
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and similarly for the other terms. 
Next we prove by mathematical induction that a particular solution D~q is given by 
(p = q) 
(p> q) (36) 
(p < q). 
Obviously from (17), (36) is true for p 1. Assume that D~I' D~2' .. " D~I .. " D~ q-I 
are given by (36). Then Spq in (30) for p > q is given by 
q-I 
Spq = L(Ap - Ai)UiU~ D~q + (Ap Aq)UqU~ D~,q 
i=1 
p-I q-I 
+ L (Ap - Ai)UiU~ D~q + L D~k(Aq - Ak)UkUI 
i=q+1 k=1 
1 T T + Spq = 0 + 2ApAqUqUp + 0 + 0 - ApAqUqUp 
1 T 2ApAqUqUp. 
For q = p, from (28) we have 
p-I 
Spp = -Ap L AkUkUI + Ape - A;UpU~ 
k=1 
n 
Ap L AkUkUI 
k=p+1 
Hence it is easily checked that D~q and D~p in (36) statisfy the Lyapunov equation 
HppDpq + DpqH~q = -Spq in (30) for p > q and p = q, respectively. 
Finally we find the coefficients afl of the indeterminate term in (35) by using the or-
thogonality constraints between the extracted minor component vectors VI (k), ... , Vr (k), that 
IS, 
v~(k)vp(k) = 0 (m = 1"" ,p l'p = 2 ... r) , " (37) 
Let the estimation errors be 6.vi(k) = vi(k) - ui(i = 1,"', r).Then from (37) we have 
the constraint 
(38) 
where the second order terms about the estimation errors are discarded because these are 
of order J-L where 6.vi(k) is of order J-Ll/2. Multiplying 6.vr(k) to (38) from the right and 
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taking the expectation, we have 
u~Dpq + u~ Dmq = OT (m = 1, ... , pI). (39) 
But from (35) and (36),we have 
Hence from (39) 
q-l 
La~juJ = OT::::;. a~j = 0 (m = 1,···,p l;j = 1, .. ·,q-1). 
j=l 
This means that the indeterminate term in Dpq is actually zero. For p = q, from (35) and 
(36), we have 
Hence 
Thus the final expression for Dpq is given by 
Dpq = (40) 
From (40) we note that all the "auto" -covariance matrices Dpp have similar expressions 
and there remain a "weak" correlation between each pair of the extracted minor compo-
nents. 
5 Simulation Results 
The covariances of the eigenvectors estimated by the algorithm (9) - (13) and are compared 
with the theoretical result. In this simulation, we test the case for r = 3, that is, consider 
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for the algorithm extracting the first, the second and the third minor components. The 
input signal vector with zero mean and covariance matrix C = diag[0.9, 0.8, ... 0.1, 0.01] 
is used. The adaptive gain f-L is set to 0.001. The variance of each element of the eigen-
vectors corresponding to the first, the second and the third eigenvalues at k = 100000 
are estimated from 30 trial sets. These result are listed in Table 3. These simulation 
results are roughly close to the theoretical values. This implies that the analysis with 
ODE approach gives a reas()nable result. 
U1 U2 U3 
simulation theoretical simulation theoretical simulation theoretical 
10 4.370 x 10-3 5.056 X 10-3 5.776 X 10-2 5.625 X 10-2 1.367 X 10-1 1.286 X 10-1 
9 3.715 X 10-3 5.063 X 10-3 5.244 X 10-2 5.714 X 10-2 1.422 X 10-1 1.333 X 10-1 
8 4.089 X 10-3 5.725 X 10-3 4.094 X 10-2 5.833 X 10-2 1.129 X 10-1 1.400 X 10-1 
7 5.743 X 10-3 5.085 X 10-3 7.324 X 10-2 6.000 X 10-2 1.149 X 10-1 1.500 X 10-1 
6 5.762 X 10-3 5.102 X 10-3 6.904 X 10-2 6.250 X 10-2 1.756 X 10-1 1.667 X 10-1 
5 6.097 X 10-3 5.128 X 10-3 7.442 X 10-2 6.667 X 10-2 1.620 X 10-1 2.000 X 10-1 
4 4.424 X 10-3 5.172 X 10-3 7.505 X 10-2 7.500 X 10-2 2.546 X 10-1 3.000 X 10-1 
3 7.398 X 10-3 5.263 X 10-3 1.088 X 10-1 1.000 X 10-1 2.660 X 10-4 0 
2 5.039 X 10-3 5.556 X 10-3 6.956 X 10-4 0 1.075 X 10-1 1.000 X 10-1 
1 1.199 X 10-3 0 4.921 X 10-3 5.556 X 10-3 7.291 X 10-3 5.263 X 10-3 
Table 3: The estimated and theoretical variances of the eigenvectors by using the deflation 
technique. The adaptive gain is f-L = 0.001. The iteration number is 100000. 
6 Conclusion 
In this paper, we derive the asymptotic distributions of the multiple minor components 
extraction algorithm which is based on the algorithm proposed by Douglas et al. with the 
ODE method. By the computer simulations, we show that the asymptotic distributions 
derived by our calculation are close to the theoretical value. 
Appendix 
A The ODE Method 
The general form of an adaptive algorithm is represented as 
8(k) = 8(k - 1) + f-L(k)h(8(k 1), x(k)) ( 41) 
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where O(k) is a parameter vector to be recursively updated, x(k) is a stationary random 
input vector representing on-line observations of the system and f-L(k) is a small scalar 
gain sequence. The ODE associated with this algorithm is introduced as follows: 
with 
dO(t) = h(O(t)) 
dt 
h(O) = E [h(O, x(k))] . 
We further define the derivative matrix 





Suppose the constant gain case f-L( k) = f-L. The following properties have been proved in 
[8] under some regularity assumptions. Assume that O(t) -+ O*(t -+ (0) as then we can 
say that O(k) -+ O*(k -+ (0), f-L -+ 0 with probability one. Also,if all the eigenvalues of 
H(O*) have negative real parts and if the matrix 
00 
S(O) = L E [h((J, x(k))hT(O, x(O))] (45) 
k=-oo 
exists, f-L-I/2[O(k) - 0*] converges asymptotically (k -+ oo,f-L -+ 0) to a zero mean normal 
distributed random vector weakly (in probability) with the covariance matrix which is 
the solution of the Lyapunov equation 
H(O*)D + DHT(O*) = -S(O*). 
B Derivation of (19) 
From (12) 
Here we consider the third term of (47). Using (12) we have 
i-I Vj(k)vf(k) 
.r; IIVj(k)112 'lj;i(k) 
i-I 1 [T j-l vz(k)vT(k) T 
.r; IIvj(k)112 'lj;j(k)'Ij;j (k)'Ij;i(k) - t; Il vl(k)112 'lj;j(k)'Ij;j (k)'Ij;i(k) 
( 46) 
(47) 
_ 'Ij;(k)'Ij;T(k) ~ vl(k)vf(k) 'Ij;(k) + ~ vl(k)vf(k) 'Ij;(k)'Ij;T(k) ~ vl(k)vf(k) 'Ij;(k)] 
J J Z=I Ilvz(k)112 2 Z=1 Ilvz(k)112 J J Z=1 Ilvz(k)112 2 • 
( 48) 
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First we calculate the quantity vT AiVj (1 ~ l < j) where we define 
Al IIv1114C - I(vfCVl) 
i-I i-I 
Ai Ilvdl4(I - ~ Vmv~)C(I - ~ VmV~) 
m=1 m=1 
i-I i-I 
-I[vT(I - I: Vmv~)C(I - ~ VmV~)Vi]' 
m=1 m=1 
Then we have 
i-I i-I 
vT AiVj = Il vdl 4 [vTCVj - vT ~ VmV~CVj - vie ~ VmV~Vj 
m=1 m=1 
i-I i-I i-I i-I 
+vT ~ VmV~C ~ VmV~Vj] - I[vT(I - ~ Vmv~)C(I - ~ VmV~)Vi]vTVj. 
m=1 m=1 m=1 m=1 
Hence, vT AiVj and vT Ajvj become zero for l < j at the equilibrium point. Using these 
results at the equilibrium point, we have 
v f ( k ) 1/J j ( k ) ( VI (k - 1) - /-LA 1 ( k ) V 1 (k - 1)) T ( V j (k - 1) - /-LA j ( k ) v j (k - 1)) 
~ vf(k l)vj(k - 1) 
-/-L( vf(k - l)Al(k)vj(k - 1) + vf(k - l)Aj(k)vj(k - 1)) 
-t uf Uj -/-L(uf A 1uj + uf Ajuj) = 0 (2 ~ j) (49) 
where in the second line we discard the term of order /-L2 . We can generalize these results 
as 
1/J T ( k) (I _ I: v m ( k ) v ~ ( k )) 1/J. ( k ) 
i m=1 IIVm(k) 112 J 
t/lf(k)t/lj(k) - t/lf(k) %1 V~~~(~7Ii:) t/lj(k) 
~ 1/JT(k)1/Jj (k) 
~ vT (k - l)Vj(k - 1) - /-L( vT (k - l)Ai(k)Vj(k - 1) 
+ vT(k -l)Aj(k)Vj(k -1)) 
-t uT Uj - /-L( uT AiUj + ui Ajuj) = 0 (l < j). 
(50) 
In (50) the product of 1/JT(k)vm(k) and v~(k)1/Jj(k) appears and from (49) these two 
terms are zero at the equilibrium point, so that in computing the derivative matrix H( v) 
the derivative of this product is also zero at the equilibrium point. Hence we can discard 
this product. Also, 
1/J J ( k ) 1/J i ( k ) ( v j ( k 1) - /-L A j ( k ) v j (k - 1)) T ( Vi (k - 1) - /-L Ai ( k ) Vi (k - 1)) 
-t uJ Ui - /-L( uJ AjUi + uJ AiUi) = 0 (j < i). 
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Using these results and the following approximation, 
vf(k)'lfJj(k)'lfJJ(k)'lfJi(k) ~ 0, 'lfJJ(k)Vl(k)vf(k)'lfJj(k) ~ 0, (51) 
we simplify (48). As stated before, these approximations have no effect on calculating 
H(u) . Using these approximations, only the first term in (48) remains, and we simplify 
(48) as I: Vj(k)v'f(:) 1/J
i
(k) ~ I: 1/Jj(k)1/JJ(k)t;(k). 
j=2I1vj(k)11 j=2 Ilvj(k)11 (52) 
Also, the following simplification is obtained. 
1 1 
IIvj(k)1I2 ~ lI'lfJj(k) 112 , (53) 
since 
l11/Jj (k) - ~ v,,~;(~~,i~) 1/Jj (k)1I2 = l11/Jj (k)1I2 
_ 2'lfJ~(k) ~ vz(k)vf(k) 1j; .(k) + II ~ vz(k)vT(k) 'lfJ .(k)112 
J 6 Ilvz(k)112 J 6 Ilvz(k)112 J 
~ II'lfJj (k)11 2 
where again we use (51). From (52) and (53), we simplify (47) with vl(k) = 'lfJl(k) as 
follows. 
(54) 
where from the second line we drop the time index k 1 for simplicity. Thus we have 
shown (19). 
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C Derivation of (27) 
From (22) hi(Vl,"" Vi) consists of five terms (Hl)-(H5). We simplify each term and 
calculate the corresponding derivative at the equilibrium point. That is, 
i-I i-I 
(HI) = Ilvi114(1 - L VjvJ)C(l - L VjVJ)Vi 
j=1 j=1 
i-I i-I i-I i-I 
+(vT(I - L VjvJ) (1 - L VjvJ)C(I - L VjvJ) (1 - L VjVJ)Vi)Vi 
j=1 j=1 j=1 j=1 
i-I i-I 
-llvil14 [CVi - C( L VjVJ)Vi (L VjVJ)CVi 
j=1 j=1 
i-I i-I 
+ (L VjvJ)C( L VjVJ)Vi] + VTCViVi 
j=1 j=1 





C + L AjUjUJ + 2AiUiUT + Ail 
j=1 
i-I T i-I i-I 
(H2) ~ ~~~121IviIl4[Cvi ~ C(~VjVnVi ~ (~VjVnCVi 
i-I i-I i-I T +(~VjVnC(~VjvnVil ~ ~ 1~~~12VrCViVi 
i-I j-l j-l 
(H3) L [IIVjI12(1 L VlvT)C(l L vlvT)VjvJ Vi 
j=1 l=1 l=1 
T (1 ~j-l T) C (1 ~j-l T) T ~ Vj ~ "-'1=1 VlV I IIVjl12 "-'1=1 VlV I VjVjVj Vi] 
~ [IIVjI12CVjV; Vi ~ Ilv~112 V;CVjVjV; Vi] 
(H4) ~ [IIVj 11 2VjV; CVi ~ Ilv~ 112 V; CVjVjV; Vi] 
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Hence, 
o(H~) I = 0, 
OV k V=U 
Finally, 
So 
O(H~) I = 0, 
OVi v=u 
Combining the above results, we have 
D Derivation of (28) 





i-I i-I i-I 
[lI u iIl 4(I LUjUJ)xxT(I - LUjUJ) - I(uf(I - LUjUJ)X)2]Ui 
j=1 j=1 j=1 
i-I 
-xx
T Ui + (L UjuJ)xxT Ui + (uf x) 2 Ui, 
j=1 
i-I i-I i-I 
(LUjUJ)(I LUlUf)xxT(I - LUlUf)Ui = 0, 
j=1 1=1 1=1 
~ UjuJ[IIUj1l4 xjxJ I(uJXj)2] ~ T T 
~ II 112 Ui = ~ UjUj XX Ui, j=1 Uj . j=1 
0, (S5) = 0. 
So, (Sl) and (S4) remain where x denotes x(o) for simplicity and (Sl) + (S4) Li 
becomes 
i-I 





LpL~ = [(XT Up)(XT Uq)XXT - 2(xT Up)(XT Uq)xxTC2~ ukuI) 
k=l 
p-l 
_(XTUp)(XTUq)2XU~] + [ - 2(XTUp)(XTUq)(~UjUTx)XT 
j=l 
p-l q-l p-l 
+4(xT Up)(XT Uq)(~ UjUT)XXT(~ ukuI) + 2(xT Up)(XT Uq)2(~ UjUT)xu~] 
j=l k=l j=l 
q-l 
+ [ - (XT Up)2(XT Uq)UpXT + 2(xT Up)2(XT Uq)UpXT (~ukuI) + (XT Up)2(XT Uq)2UpX~]. 
k=l 
Using the well-known properties of fouth-order moments of Gaussian random variables, 
for p = q we have 
p-l 
2u; CUp ( ~ CUjUT) - 3u; CUpCupu;] 
j=l 
p-l p-l 
+ [ - 2u;Cup( ~ UjUT)C + 4u;Cup( ~ UTCUjUjUT) + 0] 
j=l j=l 
+ [ - 3u; CUpCupu; + 0 + 3( u; CUp)2UpU;] 
ApC - A~upu;. 
For q < p we have 
q-l 





p-l q-l p-l 
+ 4(~ UjUT)(Cupu~C + Cuqu;C) . CL UkU[) + 2U~CUq(L UjU;)Cupu~] 
j=l k=l j=l 
q-l 
+ u;Cupupu~C + 2u;Cupu~C(L, ukuI) + u;CUpU~CUqUpu~] 
k=l 
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CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS OF THE DELAYLESS SUB BAND ADAPTIVE 
FILTER BASED ON THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN EXPRESSION 
Shigeyuki Miyagi and Hideaki Sakai 
Department of Systems Science, Graduate School of Informatics, Kyoto University, Japan 
ABSTRACT 
The upper limit of the step size and the variance of error 
signal for a two band delayless subband adaptive filter are 
theoretically evaluated in the frequency domain. The aver-
aging method and the ordinary differential equation (ODE) 
method are used for this purpose. It is shown that the cal-
culated result of upper limit of the step size has a similar 
form of that of the fullband LMS adaptive filter. In the 
ODE analysis, not only the convergence condition for the 
adaptive filter but also the variance of the error signal can 
be derived. The proposed method is also applied to a half 
band delayless subband adaptive filter. We demonstrate 
that these theoretical results give good approximations for 
simulation results. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
vVe consider the convergence condition and the error anal-
ysis of the delayless subband adaptive filter (ADF) which 
has been originally proposed by Morgan and Thi[I]. In the 
configuration of delayless subband ADFs, it is necessary to 
generate the tap coefficients of a fullband ADF from the 
tap coefficients of subband ADFs. In Morgan's work, the 
fast Fourier transformation (FFT) and the inverse FFT are 
used for the tap conversion. 
In our previous work[2]' it has been shown that this tap 
conversion may be singular and the fullband filter may not 
converge to an optimum Wiener filter. Additionally, a new 
tap conversion method using the Hadamard transform was 
proposed. In this paper, we consider our method in [2]. 
Here we study the updating equation of the subband 
ADF in the frequency domain and apply the averaging 
method and ODE method to obtain the upper limit of /1, 
the convergence condition and the variance of a error signal. 
As a special case of the two band delayless subband 
ADF, we also consider a half band delayless subband ADF. 
In some practical applications, the adaptive filter in the 
highpass band can be neglected if the power of the high pass 
band of an unknown system is small. The analytical results 
of the two band case can be straightforwardly applied to this 
half band case. vVe show that the positive real condition 
plays an important role in our problems. vVe demonstrate 
the validity of the results by some simulations. 
2. THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN EXPRESSION 
The two band delay less subband adaptive filter is shown in 





Figure 1: Structure of a delayless subband adaptive filter 
by a lower case letter in Fig.I. The signal vector x( n) is 
defined by 
x(n) = [x(n), x(n-I), x(n-N+I)f' 
where n is the time index in the subband and N is the 
tap length of the filter W(z) and Wopt(z). Other signal 
vectors such as Xi (n) and x: (k) can be also defined by the 
same manner, where k in x:(k) denotes the time index in 
the subband and the length of x:(k) is N g which is the tap 
length of the filter Gi(Z). 
The tap vector of the fullband adaptive filter W(z) is 
defined as 
w(n) = [wo(n), WI (n), "', WN-I (n)f'. 
Other tap vectors such as Wopt, hi, Ci and Bi(k) correspond-
ing to Wopt(z), Hi(Z), Ci(Z), respectively and Gi(Z) are de-
fined by the same way. vVe assume that the tap lengths 
Nh , Nc and N g for Hi(Z), Ci(Z) and Gi(z) are sufficiently 
smaller than N 
A capital bold letter such as W opt , Wen), X(n), etc. 
means the N point discrete Fourier transformation(DFT) of 
the corresponding vector, by applying N point DFT matrix 
[ ( . 27r1m)] F = exp -l--r 1, m = 0, 1" .. , N - 1. 
The each element of a vector in the frequency domain is 
denoted by the corresponding capital letter. 
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The error signal e( n) is calculated by 
e(n) d(n)-y(n) 
-xt(n)(w(n) -Wopt) +v(n) (1) 
where t denotes the complex conjugate transpose of a vec-
tor or a matrix. By using the DFT matrix F, (1) can be 
expressed as 
where ~W(n) = Wen) - Wopt. From (2), the variance of 
the error signal is calculated as 
where O"~ is the variance of additive white noise v( n). 
3. THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN 
DESCRIPTION OF THE ADAPTIVE FILTER 
The tap conversion from the subband filters Go(z) and 
G1(Z) to the fullband filter W(z) by using the Hadamard 
transform, is given in the z domain by 
(4) 
In the time domain, (4) can be generalized to the following 
equation, 
w(n)=co*(UgO(k))+C1*(Ug 1(k)), k=n/2 (5) 
where * denotes the convolution and U is an N x N g up-
sampling matrix defined by 
U = [ €1, 0, €2, 0, ... , €N g , 0 ] 
T 
where €i is the N g row vector whose i-th element is one and 
other elements are zero. For (4), we take Co = 1/2[1, If 
and C1 = 1/2[1, -If. Generally speaking, however, Co 
and C1 can be set to a lowpass filter and a high pass filter 
respectively. In our configuration, for simplicity, the tap 
length of each subband adaptive filter is half of that of the 
fullband adaptive filter so that N g = N /2. 
Applying the DFT matrix F to (5), then the frequency 
domain description of (5) is given by 
where 
ACi = diag[ Ci,O, Ci,1, ... , C;,N-I] i = 0,1. 
Two coefficient vectors of the subband ADFs are up-
dated by the following LMS algorithm, 
By substituting (7) into (6), the recursive equation for ~ W( n) 
is given by 
1 
~W(n) = ~W(n - 2) + fL LAciFUx~(k -1)e~(k - 1). 
;=0 
By replacing xb(k - 1) and eb(k - 1) to ;c;(n - 2) and 
e;(n - 2) with Ng x N down-sampling matrix D defined 
as D = U T , and using the DFT matrix F, the following 
recursive equations for ~ W( n) is obtained, 
~W(n) 
K(X;(n 
~W(n - 2) + fLK(Xi(n - 2), ~W) 
2), ~W) 
1 
~2 LAci FU DFtXi(n - 2)Bt(n - 2)Hi 
;=0 
where B(n) = F(d(n) - Yen)). 
(8) 
(9) 
4. THE CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS BY THE 
AVERAGING METHOD 
vVe consider the upper limit of the step size fL based on the 
averaging method [3]. The averaged system corresponding 
to (8) is given by 
~W(n) = ~W(n - 2) (10) 
I 
-;2 LAciFUDFtA:kQAHi~W(n - 2) 
i=O 
where 
AHi = diag[ H;,o, Hi,l, ... , Hi,N-I] i = 0,1 
and Q is the covariance matrix of X (n). vVhen N is suf-
ficiently large, each element of X (n) has almost no cor-
relation each other so that Q becomes a diagonal matrix 
E[X(n)Xt(n)] = Q = diag[Qo, Q1, ... , QN-d. The de-
tailed derivation of (10) is omitted due to space limitation. 
vVhen the filters Co(z), Ho(z), C1(z) and Hl(Z) are suf-
ficiently close to an ideallowpass filter and an ideal high pass 
filter respectively, the following approximation holds. 
ACiFU DFt A~i ~ (N/2)AciA~i i = 0, 1. (11) 
By substituting (11) into (10), the averaged system is finally 
obtained as 
2) (12) 
All the matrices in (12) are diagonal so that (12) can 
be decomposed to the recursive equations for each element 
of ~ W (n). For these equations to con verge, we require 
From (13), the inequality with respect to the step size fL 
can be derived as 
0< fL < 4N I:~=o IH;,112Re[C;,I] (I = 0, 1,···, N - 1) 
Ql 1I:~=0 IH;,112C;,tj2 
(14) 
The upper limit of fL is determined as the minimum value 
of RHS in (14). From this the positive reality of Ci(z) is 
required. 
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5. SECOND ORDER ANALYSIS 
'vVe can evaluate the covariance matrix for 6 W by using 
the ordinary differential equation (ODE) method[4J. The 
variance of the error signal can be estimated by using this 
result and the averaging principle[5]. 
First, let us consider the ODE corresponding to (8). By 
using similar approximations in the Section 4, the ODE is 
obtained as, 
1 
d~:V = - 2~Q LAciAiT;AHi6W == J(6W). (15) 
i=O 
From (15), the equilibrium point is obviously 6 W * = O. 
The differential matrix H(6 W) for (15) can be calculated 
as 
(16) 
H(6 W) must be a stable matrix for 6 W to asymptotically 
converge to the equilibrium point, so that the condition 
2.:~=0 IH.,11 2Re[C.,I] > 0 is required. 
N ext we calculate the following matrix 
n=-oo 
(17) 
By substituting (9) into (17) and making some approxima-
tions we can obtain the matrix 8 at the equilibrium point 
6W* =0 as 
2 1 I 
8(0) = :v L LAciAiTiAHiQAiTjAHjA~'j" (18) 
.=0 )=0 
By substituting (16) and (18) into the Liapunov equation 




diag[Yo YI ... YN-I] 
(J'~ N 2.:~=0 IH.,d 4 IC"d 2 
-4- 2.:~=0 IHi ,d2Re[C.,I] 
(19) 
under the condition that Ho (z) and HI (z) are a lowpass fil-
ter and a highpass filter respectively. From [4](p.l08, The-
orem 2), the covariance matrix of 6 W can be evaluated as 
E[6 W 6 wt] = J.L Y. Applying the averaging principal to 
(3), the variance of the error signal can be obtained, 
2 1 2 2 E[le(n)1 ] = N2 Tr[QJ.LY] + (J'v = (J'v(1 + J.LN() 
N-I Q ,1 IC 121H 14 ( = _1_ L I L....,,=o "I i,1 
4N2 1=0 2.:~=0 IHi ,112Re[Ci ,l] 
6. HALF BAND DELAYLESS SUBBAND 
ADAPTIVE FILTER 
A half band delayless subband adaptive filter is a special 
case of a two band delayless ADF. Two types of the half 
band delayless ADF are shown in Fig.2(a) and (b). 
In the configuration in Fig.2(a), by using the stationary 
condition of the cross spectrum Se~x~ (z) between the sub-
band signal Xb and the subband error signal eb, the optimal 
filter of lill (z) can be calculated as 
lill(z) = CO(Z)GO(z2) (20) 
C' IHo(z)1 2Sdx(Z) + IHo(-z)1 2Sdx(-Z) 
= 0 (z) IHo (z)12CO (z)Sx( z) + IHo( _Z)12CO (-z )Sx (-z) 
{ O
SdX(Z)/Sx(z) = Wopt(z) Iwl ~ 1r/2 
~ 7r/2<lwl::;7r 
where Sdx is the cross spectrum between the desired signal d 
and the input signal x. If Co(z) is close to an ideallowpass 
filter, W(z) gives the 'vViener filter in the lowpass band. 
Let us apply the previous discussion to this configuration. 
By setting HI (z) to zero, the upper limit of J.L, the stability 
condition and (a in the variance of error signal are obtained 
as 0 < J.L < (4N Re[Co,L))/(QdHo,d2ICo,d2), Re[Co,L] > 0 
and 
N-I 2 2 ( __ 1_ "'" QdHo,d ICo,d 
a - 4N2 ~ Re[Co.d 
1=0 ' 
(21) 
From (20), we can omit the lowpass filter for the error 
signal. This is the reason why another configuration shown 
in Fig.2(b) is considered. The optimal filter of W(z) for 
this configuration is given by 
W(z) = Co(z)GO(Z2) 
= Co z HO(Z-I)Sdx(Z) + HO(-z-I)Sdx(-Z) 
( ) HO(Z-I )Co(z)Sx(z) + Ho( -z)Co( -z)Sx( -z)' 
W(z) also gives the 'vViener filter in the lowpass band like 
(20) if Co (z) is close to an ideal lowpass filter. To apply 
the previous discussion, we must slightly modify (8). In a 
similar manner, the upper limit of J.L, the stability condition 
and (b in the variance of error signal can be obtained as 0 < 
J.L < (4N Re[Co,IH;.I])/(QlICo,112IHo,d2), Re[CO,IH;,t1 > 0 
~d' , 
(22) 
7. SIMULATION RESULTS 
'vVe check the stability conditions in the half band delayless 
ADF. The simulation results for the two configurations are 
summarized in Table 1. The eight tap lowpass filter of CQF 
bank is used as Ho( z). Three sorts oflowpass filters are used 
as Co(z). (1 + z-1)/2 corresponds to the Hadamard trans-
form. The "fir2-16:' is a 16 taps lowpass filter generated 
by fir2 function in MATLAB. All the simulation results in 
Tables 1 coincide with the theoretical stability conditions 
except of the case No.a-1. For Co(z) = (1 + z-I)/2, the 
stability condition holds except 1 = N /2. 
The frequency responses of the adaptive filter in No.a-1 
and b-2 are shown in Fig.3. The frequency response of the 
unknown system is plotted by a solid line. The frequency 
responses for both cases coincide with that for the unknown 
system in the lowpass band. The frequency response of 
No.b-2 is more sharply cut off than that of No.a-1 at w = 
1r /2. 
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urn) x(n) urn) 
wopt + + wopt + + 
x(n) 
d(n) d(n) 
ern) + ern) 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2: Configurations of half band delayless ADFs 
Stability condition Stability Stability condition Stability 
Co(z) No. Re[Co,t] > 0 in the simulation No. Re[Co,lH;.tJ > 0 in the simulation 
(1 + z -1)/2 a-I marginal stable b-l not satisfied unstable 
CQF8tap a-2 not satisfied unstable b-2 satisfied stable 
fir2-16 a-3 not satisfied unstable b-3 not satisfied unstable 













Figure 3: Frequency responses of W(z) in No.a-l and b-2. 
For the cases of No.a-l and b-2, the variances of the 
error signals are evaluated. "vVe assume that the input signal 
is a white noise and Wopt is a 128 taps FIR filter. From 
(21) and (22), the theoretical values (a and (b are evaluated 
as 0.125 in each case. "vVe calculate some variances of the 
error signal for each /-L in 0.0008 '" 0.008. By applying a 
linear regression equation to these values, (a and (b can 
be estimated. As a result, (a = 0.09127 and (b = 0.1074 
are obtained. These results are considerably close to the 
theoretical values, respectively. 
8. CONCLUSION 
We have derived the upper limit of the step size, stability 
condition and the variance of the error signal in a two band 
delayless subband ADF by means of the averaging method 
and the ODE method. "vVe also have shown that these re-
sults can be applied to the half band delayless subband 
ADF. Some simulations have demonstrated the validity of 
these results in the half band case. 
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ABSTRACT 
The single minor component extraction algorithm pro-
posed by Douglas et al. is extended to a multiple mi-
nor components extraction algorithm by combining the 
deflation technique and the Gram-Schmidt orthogonal-
ization. The second order analysis for the mUltiple case 
is presented by applying the averaging method or the 
ordinary differential equation (ODE) method. The er-
ror covariances of the estimated minor components are 
derived and the validity of these evaluations is demon-
strated by simulations. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The minor component analysis (MCA) plays an impor-
tant role in many parameter estimation problems such 
as MUSIC algorithm and the Pisarenko's method. As an 
adaptive algorithm for MCA, Oja's algorithms[l] is well 
known. Recently, Sakai and Shimizu[2] proposed an-
other adaptive algorithm for extracting multiple minor 
components by combining the deflation technique and 
the Gram-Schmidt (GS) orthonormalization. This algo-
rithm is obtained by modifying the PASTd algorithm 
due to Yang[3] for principal component analysis (PCA) 
or signal subspace filtering. Although the GS step is 
unnecessary in PCA, it is shown in [2] that the GS step 
is indispensable in MCA. This complicates the resulting 
algorithm and the associated performance analysis. 
Solo and Kong [4] have presented the performance 
analysis of the algorithms for a single minor component 
corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue by using the 
averaging method or the ODE method[5]. In this paper 
we present the result for the multiple minor components 
case. 
2 MULTIPLE MINOR COMPONENT 
ANALYSIS 
The multiple minor components analysis is extract-
ing the some eigenvectors corresponding to the smaller 
eigenvalues of the covariance matrix C of the input 
signal vector x (k ) . We assume that x (k ) is an n-
dimensional stochastic input signal and independent, 
identically normal distributed with zero mean. Let the 
eigen decomposition of C be 
C = UAUT , UUT = 1, 
U = [Ul' .. ', Un ], A = diag [AI, "', An ] 
where Ui is the eigenvector corresponding to the eigen-
value Ai and Al > A2 > ... > An-2 > An-I> An > O. 
As a fundamental building block of our MCA, we use 
the following algorithm with a sufficiently small positive 
constant gain j.l for extracting Un corresponding to the 
minimum eigenvalue An due to Douglas et al.[6]. 
vn(k - 1) - j.lAo(k)vn(k - 1) 
Ilvn(k - 1)114 x(k)xT(k) 
- 1 {v~(k -1)x(k)}2 
(1) 
This algorithm can be extended to extract up to the i-
th (i = 2,3"", n) minor component by combining the 
deflation technique and the orthogonalization as follows. 
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• deflation step 
xn(k) = x(k) 
Xn-(i-l) (k) 
= (I -i:: Vn-j+l (k)v~_j+l (k») x(k) 
)=1 
• updating the weight vector 
'l/Jn-(i-l) (k) = Vn-(i-l) (k - 1) 
- j.lAi- 1 (k)Vn-(i-l) (k - 1) (2) 
A i - l (k) 
= IIVn-(i-l) (k - 1) 114 Xn-(i-l) (k)X~_(i_l) (k) 
- 1 {V~-(i-l) (k - l)Xn -(i-l) (k) } 2 
• orthogonalization 
V n -(i-l}(k) (3) 
= (1 _ ~ Vn-j+l (k)V~_j+l (k)) ,./. . (k) 
~ 2 'f'n-(t-l) j=l IIVn-j+l (k) II 
The covariance matrix of a deflated signal Xn-(i-l) is 
defined as 
Cn-(i-l) = E [Xn-(i-l)(k)x;_(i_l) (k)] 
which is used in a later discussion. 
3 SUMMARY OF THE ODE METHOD 
A general form of an adaptive algorithm is expressed as 
O(k) = O(k - 1) - J.1(k)h(O(k 1), x(k)) 
where O(k), x(k), and J.1(k) denote a parameter vector, 
an input signal vector, and a step gain, respectively. Un-
der some regularity conditions, the corresponding ODE 
is given by 
dO(t) = h(O(t)) 
dt 
with 11,(0) limk-+oo E[h(O, x(k))]. Here we assume 
that O(t) -+ 0*, so that O(k) -+ 0* in some sense. The 
deri vati ve matrix is defined by 
H(O) = 811,(:) . 
80 
Under the appropriate conditions, for J.1(k) = J.1 = const, 
the following theorem holds[5]. 
Theorem 1 If all the eigenvalues of H(()*) have nega-
tive real parts and if the matrix 
00 
8(0) = L E [h(O,x(k))hT(O,x(O))] 
k=-oo 
exists, J.1- 1/2[0(k) - 0*] converges asymptotically (k -+ 
00 and J.1 -+ 0) to a zero mean normal distributed ran-
dom vector weakly with a covariance matrix D, which is 
the solution of the Lyapunov equation 
H(O*)D + DHt(O*) = -8(0*). (4) 
4 ANALYSIS OF A SINGLE MINOR COM-
PONENT EXTRACTION 
We derive the ODE corresponding to (1) and evaluate 
the covariance matrix D. From (1), 
(5) 
holds. By averaging the above equation, the ODE cor-
responding to (1) can be obtained as 
(6) 
The derivative matrix H(v n ) is calculated from (6) as 
8 -
!l T ho(vn) 
uVn 
-llvn ll 4 C - 411vnl12 CVnv; 
+ I(v;Cvn) + 2vnv;C, (7) 
The value of the derivative matrix H( v n ) at an equilib-
rium point, v~ = Un is calculated by 
n-l 
H(v~) = - 2Anu nu ; + L( -Aj + An)UjuJ. (8) j=l 
From this result, all eigenvalues of H( v~) are negative, 
so that Theorem 1 can be applied. Under the assump-
tion that the input signal x(k) is independently, identi-
cally and normally distributed, the definition of matrix 
8( v n ) is reduced to 
8( v n) = E [ho( Vn, x(O) )h6 (vn, x(O))] . (9) 
By substituting (5) into (9), 8(v~) is calculated as 
(10) 
By substituting (8) and (10) into (4) and solving it, the 
covariance matrix D is obtained as 
5 ANALYSIS OF A MULTIPLE MINOR 
COMPONENT EXTRACTION 
We derive the ODE corresponding to the multiple minor 
components extraction algorithm described in Section 2. 
The ODE might be obtained from tedious calculation of 
the recursive equations, however, this process is consid-
erably complex. Therefore we simplify (2) and (3) by 
discarding the terms that do not affect the evaluation 
of the matrices Hand 8 at an equilibrium point and 
the terms of order J.12, the following recursive equation 
is obtained. 
Vn-(i-1)(k) :=:::: 1Pn-(i-1)(k) 
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i-I ,,/. (k),,/.T (k) L 'f'ni(+l 'f'n-j
I12
1 1Pn-(i-l) (k) j=l 1Pn-j+1 (k) 
:=:::: Vn-(i-I) (k 1) 
+J.1[ 
-(1 ~ Vn-j+1 (k - l)V;_j+1 (k - 1)) L ---------"-'---:::-2 -- A i - I (k) j=l IIVn-j+l (k - 1) II 
(k 1) + ~ Aj-1(k)vn-j+l(k 
j=1 Ilvn-j+1 (k -
~ Vn-j+1 (k l)V;_j+1 (k - l)AJ-l (k) 
+L 2 j=l IIVn-j+l (k - 1) II 
2 ~ (V;_j+l(k -l)AJ-l(k)Vn-l+l (k -1)) 
j=l IIVn-j+l (k 1) II 
Vn-j+l(k - l)V;_j+l(k 1)] Vn-(i-l)(k 1) (11) 
Vn-(i-l) (k - 1) 
The ODE corresponding to (11) is given by 
dVn-(i-l) 
dt 
= [_ (1 -~ Vn-j+l V;:-j2+ 1 ) A i - 1 
j=l Ilvn-j+lll 
(12) 
~ A j - 1 Vn-j+l V;:_j+l + Vn-j+l V;:_j+l AJ-l 
+~ 2 
j=l IIVn-j+lll 
_ 2 ~ (V;:_j+l AJ-l V:-j+l) 
j=l IIVn-j+lll 
Vn-j+l V;:_j+l] Vn-(i-l) 
== hi - 1 (Vn-(i-l)) 
with 
A i - 1 = IIVn-(i-l) 114 Cn-(i-l) 
- 1 (V;:_(i_l)Cn-(i-l)Vn-(i-I)) . 
If we define the vectors such as 
then the ODE (12) can be rewritten as 
dv -
-=h. dt 
The derivative matrix for the above ODE is defined 
by 
oh 
H(v) = OVT 
( 
aho(Vn) aho(v n ) 1 
ava av n-(i-l)T 
= ah,-l(Vn-(,-l)) ahi-dVn-(i-l)) 
av;:' aVn_(i_l)T 
== [H p,q] (p = 1" .. , i q = 1, ... , i). 
From (12), each block of the derivative matrix at an 
equilibrium point is evaluated as follows; 
(13) 
1 
'L,;::i( -Aj + An_(p_I))UjU] 
-2An -(p-l)Un -(P-I)U;:_(P_l) 




(P= 1,···,i q = 1,···,i). 
(p = q) 
(p> q) 
(p < q) 
The matrix S ( v) is defined by 
S(v) = E [h(v,xn(O),··· ,Xn-(i-l)(O)) 
hT(v,xn(O),··· , X n -(i-1) (0))] 
==[Sp,q] (p=I···i q=I···i). 
From (11), each block of the matrix S(v*) at an equi-
librium point v* is evaluated as 
S;,q = Sp,qlv=v. (14) 
1 
An-(p-l)C - A~_(p_l)Un-(p-I)U;:_(P_l) 
(p = q) 
= -An-(p-')An-(q-')Un-(q-,)U;-(c;;'~ q) 
(p= 1,···,i and q= 1,···,i). 
By substituting (13) and (14) into the Lyapunov equa-
tion and solving it, the covariance matrix 
E [(v - v*)(v - V*)T] 
D=~~--------~ 
J-L 
is obtained as 
1. ",n-I ~U.U~ 
2 L.ij=1 Aj -An J J (p = q = 1) 
1 An-(p-l)An-(q-l) T 
-ZIAn-(p-l)-An-(q-l) I Un-(q-I)Un_(p_l) 
(p t- q) 
(p = 1, ... , i q = 1, ... , i) (15) 
In (15), there are indeterminate terms in the diagonal 
blocks except DI,l. These terms are expressed by the 
parameter kp,j, which can be determined from the con-
straint related to the i-th minor component 
V;:_(i_l)(k)v n -(I-1)(k) = 0 (l = 1,···,i - 1). (16) 
The vector Vn-(i-l) is expressed as 
Vn-(i-l) (k) = Un-(i-I) - LlVn-(i-l)(k) (17) 
where LlVn-(i-l)(k) denotes an estimation error. By 
substituting (17) into the constraint (16), expanding 
it, and ignoring the second order term with respect to 
LlVn-(i-l) (k), the constraint is modified as 
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U;:_(i_I)LlVn-(I-l)(k) + LlV;:_(i_I)Un -(I-1)(k) ~ O. 
(18) 
vio v* 9 V* 8 
simulation theoretical simulation theoretical simulation theoretical 
1 4.370 x 10-3 5.056 X 10-3 5.776 X 10-2 5.625 X 10-2 1.367 X 10-1 1.286 X 10-1 
2 3.715 X 10-3 5.063 X 10-3 5.244 X 10-2 5.714 X 10-2 1.422 X 10-1 1.333 X 10-1 
3 4.089 X 10-3 5.725 X 10-3 4.094 X 10-2 5.833 X 10-2 1.129 X 10-1 1.400 X 10-1 
4 5.743 X 10-3 5.085 X 10-3 7.324 X 10-2 6.000 X 10-2 1.149 X 10-1 1.500 X 10-1 
5 5.762 X 10-3 5.102 X 10-3 6.904 X 10-2 6.250 X 10-2 1.756 X 10-1 1.667 X 10-1 
6 6.097 X 10-3 5.128 X 10-3 7.442 X 10-2 6.667 X 10-2 1.620 X 10-1 2.000 X 10-1 
7 4.424 X 10-3 5.172 X 10-3 7.505 X 10-2 7.500 X 10-2 2.546 X 10-1 3.000 X 10-1 
8 7.398 X 10-3 5.263 X 10-3 1.088 X 10-1 1.000 X 10-1 2.660 X 10-4 0 
9 5.039 X 10-3 5.556 X 10-3 6.956 X 10-4 0 1.075 X 10-1 1.000 X 10-1 
10 1.199 X 10-3 0 4.921 X 10-3 5.556 X 10-3 7.291 X 10-3 5.263 X 10-3 
Table 1: The estimated and theoretical variances of the eigenvectors for the proposed algorithm of the multiple minor 
component analysis. The adaptive gain J-L is 0.001. The iteration number is 100000. 
By mUltiplying LlV~_(i_1) (k)Un -(l-1) to (18) and tak-
ing the average, we have the following equation, 
u~_(i_1)Dl,iUn-{l-l) +u~_(l_1)Di,iUn-(l-1) ~ 0 (19) 
where a relation 
E [LlVn-(P-l) (k)Llv~_(q_l) (k)] = J-LDp,q 
(p = 1, ... ,i q = 1, ... ,i) 
is employed. By substituting (15) into (19), ki,j is ob-
tained as 
ki,j = ~ An-(i-l)Aj (j = n - (i - 2)", . ,n). 
2 An-(i-l) - Aj 
As a result, Dp,q is finally given by 
(p = q = 1) 
1 ""n-p AjAn_(p_l) T 
2" 6j=1 Aj-An-(p-l) UjU j 
D + 1 ""~ An-(p_l)Aj U ·uT p,q 2 6J=n-(p-2) An_(p_l)-Aj J J 
(p= q # 1) 
1 An-(p-l}An-(q-l) T 
- 2"IAn -(p-l}-An -(q-l) I Un-(q-l)Un_(p_l) 
(p # q) 
(p=l,"',i q=l,· .. ,i). (20) 
6 SIMULATION RESULTS 
The estimated covariances of some eigenvectors ex-
tracted by the algorithm for multiple minor component 
analysis described in Section 2 are compared with the 
theoretical values calculated by (20). Ten dimensional 
random vectors with zero mean and the covariance ma-
trix C = diag [0.9, 0.8, "', 0.1, 0.01] are generated 
as an input signals. The adaptive gain J-L is set to 0.001. 
In our simulation, we fix i = 3, that is, three minor 
components are extracted. The number of independent 
trials is 30. In each trial, the covariance is calculated 
after 100000 iterations and whole estimated values are 
averaged. These results are shown in Tab.1. These theo-
retical results are roughly close to the theoretical values. 
This implies that the analysis with ODE approach gives 
a reasonable result. 
7 CONCLUSION 
The multiple minor component extraction algorithm 
based on the algorithm proposed by Douglas et a1. has 
been proposed by applying the deflation technique. We 
have analyzed the asymptotic behavior of the algorithm 
by the ODE method and demonstrated that the esti-
mated covariances by the simulations were close to the 
theoretical values. 
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ABSTRACT 
Several properties of the filtered-error (filtered-E) least mean 
square (LMS) algorithm, such as the stability condition, the 
upper limit of the step size and the variance of the error 
signal are quantitatively evaluated and compared with the 
those of the filtered-X LMS algorithm. For this purpose, 
the averaging method and the ordinary differential equa-
tion (ODE) method are applied to the frequency domain 
expression of both algorithms. From the averaged system, 
it is demonstrated that the stability condition and the up-
per limit of the step size of the filtered-E LMS algorithm 
are same with those of the filtered-X LMS algorithm. On 
the other hand, from the ODE analysis, it is shown that the 
excess mean square error of the filtered-E LMS algorithm 
is two thirds of that of the filtered-X LMS algorithm. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Adaptive feedforward control systems are used in active 
noise control (ANC). The filtered-X LMS algorithm [1] is 
one of the most popular method to adapt the controller. As 
an alternative, the filtered-E LMS algorithm has been pro-
posed by Wan[2]. It has been demonstrated by some sim-
ulations in [2] that this method has identical performance 
about the convergence and the misadjustment with those 
of the filtered-X LMS algorithm. The theoretical stability 
condition of the filtered-E LMS algorithm has been derived 
by Feintuch et al.[3]. In [3], a frequency domain technique 
is used to analyze the filtered-E type LMS algorithm. The 
stability condition of the mean weight vector and the second 
order stability are examined. 
In this paper, we also use a similar technique, but we 
directly obtain the frequency domain expression of the al-
gorithm by converting the time domain algorithm with the 
discrete Fourier transform unlike the method in [3]. By 
applying the averaging method[4] and ODE method[5] to 
the frequency domain expression, we can obtain the clear 
formulas of the stability condition, the upper limit of the 
step size and the expression of the excess mean square er-
ror. These results are compared with those of the filtered-X 
LMS algorithm. 
2. THE AVERAGING METHOD AND THE ODE 
METHOD 
Here we give a brief review of the averaging method in [4] 
and the ODE method in [5]. Consider the following general 
0-7803-6685-9/01/$lO.OO©2001 IEEE 
adaptive algorithm with appropriate regularity conditions 
8(k + 1) = 8(k) + p,h(8(k), x(k)) (1) 
where 8 is a parameter vector, x is a random input· signal 
and p, is the adaptive gain. The averaged system corre-
sponding to (1) is 
O(k + 1) = O(k) + p,h(O(k)) (2) 
with h(8) = E [h(8, x(k))]. The convergence property of 
(1) can be examined by examining that of the averaged 
system (2). 
On the other hand, the ODE corresponding to (1) is 
given by d8(t)/dt h(8(t)). It is assumed that an equi-
librium point of the ODE exists and is denoted by 8 •. Un-
der some regularity conditions, if all the eigenvalues of the 
derivative matrix H(8.) defined by 
(3) 
have negative real parts and if the matrix 
00 
8(8) = L E [h(8,x(k))h t (8,x(0))] (4) 
k=-oo 
exists, p,-1/2[8(k) - 8*] converges asymptotically (k --+ 00 
and p, --+ 0) to a zero mean normal distributed random 
vector weakly with a covariance matrix Y, which is the 
solution of the Lyapunov equation 
(5) 
where t denotes the transpose of the complex conjugate 
vector or matrix. 
3. STABILITY CONDITION BY THE AVERAGING 
METHOD 
The block diagram of the ANC system using the filtered-E 
LMS algorithm is depicted in Fig.1(a) where P(z) denotes 
the transfer function of the cascade of the primary path 
and the secondary path. The N-dimensional vector whose 
elements are coefficients of P(z) is expressed by p. S(z) 
denotes the transfer function of the secondary path. In the 
filtered-E LMS algorithm, the error signal e(k) is filtered 
11-661 
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Figure 1: Block diagram of ANC with (a) the filtered-E LMS algorithm where J is the order of S(z) and (b) the filtered-X 
LMS algorithm. 
by S(Z-l )z-J where J is the order of S(z) and S(Z-1) de-
notes the time reversed version of the estimated secondary 
path transfer function S(z). The delay z-J is introduced 
to retrieve the causality in the filtering operation. The tap 
vectors of S(z) and S(z) are described by sand 8 with the 
tap length Ns where J = Ns - 1 and it is assumed that Ns 
is sufficiently smaller than N. The tap vector of the adap-
tive transfer function W(z) is expressed as w(k) whose tap 
length is N - Ns + 1 where k is the time index. 
The tap vector w(k) is updated by 
w(k + 1) = w(k) + J-tx' (k - J)e' (k - J) (6) 
where J-t is the step size, e' (k) is the error signal filtered by 
S(Z-l), that is 
Ns-1 
e' (k) = 2: sie(k + i), 
i=O 
and x' (k) is defined by x' (k) = [ x(k), x(k - 1), 
x(k-N+Ns)f· 
(7) 
The output signal y(k) is calculated as y(k) = L~0-1 Si 
L;=~Ns wj(k-i)x(k-i- j). Since wj(k-i) is slowly vary-
ing, we replace wj(k-i) by wj(k) and y(k) is approximated 
by 
y(k) ::: (w(k) * sl x(k) (8) 
where * denotes a vector convolution and the input signal 
vector, x(k), is defined by x(k) = [x(k), x(k - 1), "', 
x(k - N + 1) f. The above approximation is justified as 
follows. Since from (6) the difference between Wj (k - i) and 
Wj (k) is of O(J-t), its effect through e' (k) in (6) is of O(J-t2) 
and this can be discarded. 
From (8), the error signal e(k) is given by 
e(k) ::: pT x(k) - (w(k) * sl x(k) + v(k). (9) 
By applying the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix 
F = [exp( -i27rlmjN)] l, m = 0,1"", N - 1, the N point 
DFTs of x(k), x'(k), p, s, 8, w(k) are denoted as X(k), 
X'(k), P, S, 5, W(k), respectively. Since the lengths of s, 
8, x'(k) and w(k) are less than N, N - Ns or Ns - 1 zeros 
are padded. Hence, (9) is rewritten as 
1 
e(k)::: - NXt(k)F(6.w(k) * s) + v(k) 
where we assume that P(z) = Wopt(z)S(z), that is p = 
Wopt * sand 6.w(k) = w(k) - Wopt. From the property of 
DFT, we have 
1 
e(k)::: -]VXt(k)As6.W(k) + v(k) (10) 
where As is a diagonal matrix defined by As = diag[ So, 
S1, "', SN-1] whose each element corresponds to each 
element in S. From (10), the variance of e(k) is calculated 
as 
E[le(kW] = ~2 E [xt (k)As6. W(k)6. wt (k)A1X(k)] +0-;, 
(11) 
since we assume that v(k) is white noise with zero mean and 
the variance 0-; and is uncorrelated with X (k) and 6. W (k). 
By applying the DFT matrix to (6), the following adaptive 
algorithm is obtained, 
6. W(k + 1) = 6. W(k) + J-tFx' (k - J)e' (k - J) (12) 
== 6. W(k) + J-th(6. W(k - J), X(k), v(k)). 
This is an adaptive (time-varying) algorithm about the dis-
crete frequency response of the original adaptive filter. To 
analyze this, let us consider the averaged system corre-
sponding to (12). By substituting (10) into (7), the fol-
lowing approximation is obtained, 
Ns-l Ns-l 
e'(k)::: - ~ 2: sjXt(k + j)As6.W(k)+ 2: sjv(k + j) 
j=O j=O 
(13) 
From the above approximation and Fx'(k) ::: X(k), the 
average of Fx' (k)e' (k) for fixed 6. W(k) is given by 
Ns-l 
E[Fx' (k)e' (k)] = -~ 2: sjE [X(k)X t (k + j)] As 6. W(k). 
j=O 
(14) 
The (m,l)-th element of E [X(k)Xt(k + j)] is 
E [Xm(k)Xt (k + j)] 
.21fjl i21fpm i21fql 
[
N-l N-l-j 1 
e1iVE ~ x(k - p)e--N - q~j x(k - q)ezv 
II-662 
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where Xm(k) is the m-th element of X(k). From the the-
orem related to the cumulant of finite Fourier transform of 
time series in [7], we have 
.2rrjl 
E [Xm(k)Xt (k + j)] ~ e1iV (N - j)!x (Wl)&lm (15) 
where Ix (w) is the spectral density of the input signal and 
wz = 27rl/N. Since the maximum value of j, that is Ns - 1 
is sufficiently smaller than N, (15) is further approximated 
as 
.2rrjl 
E [Xm(k)Xt(k + j)] ~ e1iV QZ&lm. (16) 
where Ql is a diagonal element of Q == E[X(k)Xt(k)] and 
!x(Wl) ~ Ql/N is used. Since each element of X(k) is in-
dependent from each other as N -t 00 due to the property 
of stationary processes, Q is approximately expressed as a 
diagonal matrix, Q diag[ Qo, Q1, "', QN-1 ]. By sub-
stituting (16) into (14), the averaged system corresponding 
to (12) is obtained as 
p -NQA§As~W(k - J) (17) 
where we use As = diag [So, Sl, "', SN-1 ]. 
All the matrices in (17) are diagonal so that (17) can 
be decomposed into the recursive equation for each ele-
ment of ~ W(k). The characteristic equation for each re-
cursive equation is obtained as z - 1 + alz- J = 0, l = 
0, 1, "', N - 1 where al = pSi QlSI/N. By substituting 
z = 1 + c into the above equation, the approximated solu-
tion, c ~ -al/(1 - ad) ~ -az is obtained where O(p2) 
and higher order terms are discarded. From the condition 
11 + cl < 1, the upper limit of p is obtained as 
2Re[Si SZ] p < ~ l = 0, 1, "', N - 1. 
!x(wl)ISt Szl2 
This bound coincides with the upper limit of the step size 
of the filtered-X LMS algorithm. To keep p positive, 
Re[Si Sz] > 0 (18) 
is required. This implies that the phase difference between 
S(z) and S(z) must be less than 7r/2, which coincides with 
the stability condition of the filtered-X LMS algorithm[1]. 
4. SECOND ORDER ANALYSIS BY THE ODE 
The ODE corresponding to (12) is given by 
d~W 1 * -dt = -NAsQAs~W == h(~W) (19) 
with an equilibrium point ~ W * = O. 
To evaluate the covariance matrix of ~ W(k), let us 
begin to calculate the two matrices in (3) and (4). From 
(19), H(~ W) is easily calculated as 
H(~W) - ~A§QAs. (20) 
This is a stable matrix under (18). From (12) and (13) with 
~W* 0, we have 
Ns-1 
h(~W*,X(k),v(k))=X'(k-J) L sjv(k-J+j). 
j=O 
Using the property F Ft /N = I, the (m, m')-th element of 
S(~W*) is described as 
00 L Amm' ei(wm -W m ' )J 
k=-oo 
N-1 N-1 
"S~· "S~~ B·· -i(w=-wj)k -i(wj-wj,)J ~ J ~ J' JJ,e e (21) 
j=O j'=0 
where 
By applying the theorem in [7] again and using Ns ~ N, 





where fv(w) is the spectral density of the additive noise 
v(n). By using the above approximations, (21) is further 
approximated as 
N 
X L (N _lkI)2e-i(wm -wj)k 
k==-N 
2 ~ ~ * ~ 3QmSmSm!v(Wm)&mm' 
where we use (2N/3)&mj as the approximation of the sum 
with respect to k as N -t 00. From the assumption that 
{v(k)} is white with the variance 0';, !v(wm) is replaced by 
0';. As a result, the matrix S (~W *) can be approximately 
evaluated as 
(22) 
From (20) and (22), the solution of the corresponding 
Lyapunov equation in (5) is given by 
Y = diag [ Yo, Y1, "', Y N -1 ] , 
By using E[~W(k)~Wt(k)] 
error signal is rewritten as 
p Y, the variance of the 







filtered-E LMS N = 128 N = 256 
theoretical filtered-E LMS FXLMS Filtered-E LMS FXLMS 
Ns ( (a (f (a/(f (a (f a/(f ( 
2 0.1667 0.3219 0.3222 0.9991 0.2580 0.2670 O. 9663 
3 0.1202 0.1965 0.1995 0.9850 0.1271 0.1809 O. 7026 
4 0.1047 0.1993 0.2624 0.7595 0.1457 0.1617 O. 9011 
8 0.1628 0.2920 0.3455 0.8452 0.2644 0.3153 O. 8386 
12 0.1762 0.3329 0.3639 0.9148 0.2389 0.3416 O. 6994 
Table 2: Comparison of the excess mean square errors in the filtered-E LMS ((a) with those in the filtered-X LMS ((f). 
81 simulation 81 simulation 
0.9 stable 1.0 stable 
0.925 stable 1.025 stable 
0.95 stable 1.05 unstable 
0.975 stable 1.075 unstable 
1.1 unstable 
Table 1: Verification of the stability for some cases of 81. 
The theoretical stability condition is 81 < 1.0. 
A similar argument can be also made to the filtered-
X LMS algorithm shown in Fig.l (b) and the same form 
of the ODE is obtained. However, the coefficient 2/3 in 
(22) disappears. This result implies that the excess mean 
square error of the filtered-E LMS algorithm is reduced as 
compared with that of the filtered-X LMS algorithm. 
5. SIMULATION RESULTS 
First, we verify the stability condition for a simple case in 
which we assume that the orders of filters S(z) and S(z) 
are one, that is S(z) = 80 + 81Z- 1 and S(z) = 80 + 81Z- 1 . 
In this case, the stability condition (18) can be rewritten 
as 8080 + 8181 > 8081 + 8081. We set the variance of the 
input signal, the variance of the additive noise and the step 
size to 1.0, 1.0 X 10-4 and 0.002, respectively. An FIR 
filter with the tap length 64 is used as Wopt(z). The tap 
coefficients 80, 81 and 80 are fixed to 1.0, 0.5 and 1.0. From 
these values, the theoretical limit of the stability condition 
is given by 81 < 1.0. Some simulations are performed for 
various values of 81 between 0.9 and 1.1 in every 0.025 steps 
and the results are listed in Table 1. The marginal value 
1.025 is considerably close to the theoretical value 1.0. 
Second, we evaluate the excess mean square errors of the 
filtered-E LMS algorithm and compare them with those in 
the filtered-X LMS algorithm. FIR filters with tap length 
128 and 256 are used as the transfer function Wopt which 
has the impulse response simulating the characteristics of a 
duct in [1]. For convenience, we assume that S(z) = S(z) 
and S(z), S(z) are lowpass filters with cut off frequency 
31f /5. The variance of the input signal, the variance of the 
additive noise and the step size are set to 1.0, 1.0 X 10-4 
and 0.001. Under each condition, 20 trials are performed 
and the empirical values of ( are evaluated. These results 
are listed in Table 2. All the excess mean square errors of 
the filtered-E LMS, (a's are almost equal or smaller than 
those of the filtered-X LMS, (f'S. These simulation results 
correspond to the theoretical result that ( of the filtered-E 
LMS is reduced by a factor 1/3. It seems that (a'S tend to 
theoretical values as N becomes larger. 
6. CONCLUSION 
From the averaging analysis, it has been shown that the 
filtered-E LMS algorithm has the identical stability condi-
tion and the upper limit of the step size with the filtered-
X LMS algorithm. From the ODE method, it has been 
demonstrated that the filtered-E LMS algorithm is slightly' 
superior to the filtered-X LMS algorithm in the excess mean 
square error. These results have been verified by some sim-
ulations. It is a future work to extend these results to the 
multiple-input-multiple-output case. 
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ABSTRACT 
The feedback-type active noise control (ANC) system uses 
only one microphone to provide necessary signals for ad-
justing the adaptive filter. Due to the complicated na-
ture of the whole adaptive filter structure there have been 
no theoretical results about its convergence properties. In 
this paper, first a stationary point of the adaptive filter 
using the filtered-X LMS algorithm is obtained by the aver-
aging method combined with the frequency domain tech-
nique. Then the local convergence condition is derived. 
This is a counterpart of the well-known 90° condition for 
the feedforward-type ANC. Finally, the convergence condi-
tion is explicitly given for a simple example and its validity 
is shown by some simulations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently there have been growing interests in the feedback-
type active noise control (ANC) system in Fig.1 where only 
one microphone is used to provide necessary signals for ad-
justing the adaptive filter in ANC [1]. This is in contrast 
with the conventional feedforward-type ANC system where 
two microphones are used to pick up the reference signal 
to the primary path and the error signal at the end of the 
secondary path [2]. The convergence condition of the latter 
type ANC is well-known. The so-called 90° condition says 
that the phase difference between the transfer functions of 
the secondary path and its estimate should lie in the interval 
(-1f/2,1f/2) [2]. However, as far as the authors are aware, 
there have been no theoretical results about the convergence 
properties of the feedback-type ANC algorithms. In this pa-
per, we present some results about the stationary point of 
the adaptive filter and the convergence condition using the 
averaging method in [3] with the frequency domain tech-
nique developed in [4]. This technique converts adaptive 
algorithms into those in the discrete frequency domain by 
the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and is successfully 
applied to the analysis of rather complicated adaptive sys-
tems such as the delayless subband adaptive filter where 
fixed filters, decimators and upsamples for rate conversion 
are included. 
The configuration we are treating is due to [5] and is 
shown in Fig.2 where only the error signal picked up by the 
microphone is available. To generate a "reference" signal to 
the adaptive filter, the "feedback control" filter is inserted 




Fig. 1. Feedback-type active noise control system 
function B(z) may be different from that of the (physical) 
feedback path B(z) so that in general the artificially gen-
erated reference signal x(n) is not exactly equal to w(n). 
The weights in the adaptive filter are updated according 
to the filtered-X LMS algorithm. The idea behind this is 
that if w(n} is available, the original problem becomes the 
optimal prediction of w(n) by the output of the cascade of 
the adaptive filter and the physical feedback path B(z) with 
the input w(n). Interchanging the filters in the cascade and 
replacing B(z), w(n) by B(z), x(n), respectively, we have 
the filtered-X LMS algorithm. 
2. DERIVATION OF THE STATIONARY 
POINT OF THE ADAPTIVE FILTER 
Since we are essentially dealing with the prediction prob-
lem of a zero mean stationary process w( n), as stated in [6] 
some cares are needed to insure the causality of the steady 
state transfer function of the adaptive filter when the anal-
ysis is performed in the discrete frequency domain. We use 
the technique in [4] to analyze the scheme in Fig.2. The 
relations of the signals in Fig.2 are written as 
Nb- 1 
e(n) w(n) L bix'(n - i) (1) 
i=O 
N-l 
x' (n) L hi(n)x(n i) (2) 
i=O 
Nb- 1 
x(n) e(n) + L bix' (n - i) (3) 
i=O 
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the adaptive filter for feedback-
type ANC 
where N is the number of the tap coefficients {hi(n)} of the 
adaptive filter, Nb - 1 is the order of the transfer functions 
of B(z) and B(z) whose impulse responses are {bd and 
{bd, respectively. We also assume that Nb ~ N. Then the 
error signal e(n) is given by 
Nb-1 N-I 
e(n) = wen) - I:: bi L hk(n - i)x(n - i - k). (4) 
i=O k=O 
Since the tap weight hi(n) (i = 0, 1"", N - 1) is updated 
by the filtered-X LMS algorithm 
(5) 
with a small positive gain J.l, the difference between hk(n) 
and hk(n - i) is of O(J.l). So its effect through e(n) in (5) is 
of O(J.l2) and can be discarded. Hence, the second term in 
(4) can be regarded as the output of the cascade filter of the 
adaptive filter with the fixed {hi (n)} and the feedback path 
where the input is x(n). So e(n) is approximately expressed 
as 
(6) 
Next, we define the following L-dimensional vectors as 
hen) 
x(n) 
[ho(n), "', hN -1 (n), OT f 
[x(n), "', x(n - N + 1), OT f 
(7) 
where "0" denotes the (L - N)-dimensional zero vector and 
L ;:::: 2N. The reason why L - N zeros are padded in (7) 
is that the N-point DFT of {hi(n)} (i = 0"", N - 1) 
results in the N-period sequence in the discrete frequency 
domain and this in turn introduces the N-periodicity in 
{hi(n)} through the inverse DFT. Thus hi(n) for negative 
i becomes non-zero. To avoid this and insure the causality 
zero padding is introduced [6J. Similarly we define the L-
dimensional vectors for other signals and the vectors b, b 
with (L - Nb) zeros padded for tap coefficients of B(z) and 
B(z), respectively. Then (6) can be written as 
e(n) := wen) - (b 0 h(n))t x(n) (8) 
where "t" and "0" denote the complex conjugate trans-
pose and the convolution, respectively. Also, (b 0 hen)) is 
made L-dimensional by deleting the extra zeros. Then the 
adaptive rule can be written as 
hen + 1) = hen) + J.lu(n)e(n) (9) 
Also, we define the L-point DFT matrix by 
[ ( . 27l'lm)] F = exp -J-Y;- l, m = 0, 1"", L - 1 
and the L-point DFT of w, e, x, x', u, h, b, b are denoted 
by the corresponding capital letters as W, E, X, X', U, 
H, B, B, respectively. Also the following diagonal matrix 
is defined for H(n) = ( Ho(n), HI (n), "', H L - 1 (n) f as 
AH(n) = diag[ Ho(n), H 1(n), "', H L -1(n)J 
and similarly for B, B as AB, A B' Noting that 
FtF = Ll 
where 1 denotes the L x L identity matrix and using this 
in (8) we have 
e(n) := wen) - ±x t (n)Ft F(b * hen)) 
1 
:= wen) - Ixt (n)ABH(n) (10) 
Applying F to (9) and using (10), we have 




u(n) = I:: bix(n - i), 
i=O 
the l-th element of U(n) can be written as 
Nb-1 L-I+i 
(U(n))[ = I:: biej ¥ I:: x(n - k)e- j ¥. 
i=O k=i 
But the index i moves from 0 to Nb 1 and Nb ~ L so that 
we can replace the range of the second summation with 
o ::; k ::; L - 1 by neglecting the "end effects". Thus we 
have the approximate relation 
U(n) := A~X(n), (12) 
where "*" denotes the complex conjugate. Similarly the 




c::: Wen) A~X' (n) 
:= A~(n)X(n) 
:= E(n) + A~X'(n). 
(13) 
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Hence by eliminating E(n) and X' (n) in (13) we have 
X(n) ::: Q(n)W(n) (14) 
with 
Q(n) = [ I + A~(n) (A~ - A~) ] -1 . (15) 
Substituting (12) and (14) into (11) we have the discrete 
frequency domain expression of (9) as 
H(n + 1)::: H(n) + J-L [A~Q(n)W(n)w(n) 
-±A~Q(n)W(n)Wt (n)Qt (n)ABH(n)]. (16) 
Since L is large and wen) is a zero-mean stationary process, 
the element of Wen), that is, the DFT of wen) is uncorre-
lated with each other. Hence, 
E [W(n)wt(n)] ::: Ldiag [ So, Sl, "', SN-1 ] == LAs 
(17) 
. ·211"1 
where S (eJW ) is the spectral density of w( n) and S{ = S (eJ -r). 
Also, 
£-1£-1 
1 '"' '"' ·211"1 k 1 t wen) = L ~~ wen - k)eJ-r = L W (n)1i (18) 
1=0 k=O 
where 1i is an L-dimensional vector whose elements are all 
1. So from (17) and (18) 
E [W(n)w(n)] ::: As1i = S. (19) 
We use the averaging method in [3] to analyze (16). 
By taking the average with respect to Wen) and wen) in 
the right hand side of (16), replacing H(n) with the corre-
sponding deterministic quantity H(n) and using (17), (19), 
the averaged system is given by 
H(n + 1) = H(n) + J-L [A~Q(n)S (20) 
- A~Q(n)AsQt (n)ABH(n)] + 
where Q(n) is given by (15) with H(n) replaced by H(n) 
and [ ]+ indicates that the causal part is taken from the in-
verse transform of the quantity in a square bracket [6]. This 
operation is necessary to keep H (n) to be causal. Since all 
the matrices in (20) are diagonal, the l-th element of (20) is 
written as the following scalar nonlinear difference equation 
·211"1 A A. 211"1 ~ 
where Bl = B(eJ-r), Bl = B(eJ-r), and €l = Bl - BI. 
Thus the stationary point of the original filtered-X LMS 
algorithm in (5) is obtained by solving (21) with HI (n+1) = 
Hl(n) = HI. When N -+ 00 (L -+ 00), we can replace the 
discrete frequencies with the continuous ones so that instead 
of HI we use H(z) where z = ~w. Hence, it follows that the 
stationary point is determined by 
[E(Z-l)S(Z) - E(Z-l)S(Z)B(Z)H(Z)] = 0 (22) 1 + H(z)€(z) + 
where feZ) = B(z) - E(z) and 1 + H(Z-l)€(Z-l) is purely 
non-causal except the constant term so that from the de-
nominator we can get rid of this. In general, it is very 
difficult to solve this "generalized Wiener-Hopf" equation. 
Let the spectral factorization of S(z) be S(z) = G(Z)G(Z-l) 
where G(z) is of minimum phase. Then G(Z-l) can be fac-
tored out from the left hand side of (22). 
Here we present two cases where we can have explicit 
solutions. The first case is that B(z) = E(z) (€(z) = 0). 
Then we immediately have the solution 
Hopt (z) = 1 [B(Z-l )~~Z)] Bmin(Z)G(z) Bmin(Z ) + 
where B(z)B(z-l) = Bmin(z)Bmin(Z-l) and Bmin(Z) is a 
stable polynomial. A more interesting case is for feZ) i= 
o. Assume that B(z) = z-dG(z), E(z) = z-dC(z) where 
d is a positive integer denoting the delay and G(z), C(z) 
are stable polynomials. Further assume for the moment 
that 1 + H(z)€(z) is of minimum phase. Then (22) can be 
simplified as 
[zdG(z)] _ G(z)G(z)H(z) = 0 
+ 1 + H(z)€(z) 
so that if we set A(z) [zdG(z)] + /G(z), we have the 
solution 
A(z) 
Hopt(z) = A' (23) 
G(z) - z-d(G(z) - G(z»A(z) 
provided that this is a stable transfer function. For (23) 
1 + H(z)€(z) is of minimum phase. We also note that A(z) 
is the transfer function of the optimal d-step ahead linear 
predictor of wen + d). 
3. THE CONVERGENCE CONDITION OF THE 
ADAPTIVE ALGORITHM 
The local stability of (21) around the stationary point is 
examined by calculating the derivative of (21). We use a 
special definition of the derivative with respect to a complex 
variable in [7] where we note that the following property 
aHt(n)/aHI(n) 0 holds. Since H(n + 1) and H(n) in 
(20) are causal, we can get rid of the operation [ ]+ from 
the right hand side of (20) by adding some purely noncausal 
vector which may be dependent on H* (n). Hence in calcu-
lating the derivative we discard the operation [ 1+ in (21) 
and obtain 
aitl(n + 1) = 1 _ J-LEt SIBI 
aHI(n) (1 + HI(n)€1)2(1 + Ht(n)€t) (24) 
Substituting the stationary point (23) of the second case we 
have 
aitl(n + 1) I = l_J-LSICt IGI - Al€f (GI - Al€l). 
aHI(n) Hl(n)=Hopt ,1 IGll 
(25) 
For the (local) stability we require that the absolute value 
of the right hand side of (25) is less than 1. Since 0 < J-L « 1 
and Sl > 0, we have the condition 
(26) 
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· 211'ld ~ 
where tl = e-J - L- (C/-Ct). This is a counter-part of the so-
called 900 condition in the feedforward-type ANC . However 
in the feedback-type ANC the condition (26) depends on the 
property of w(n). Under (26) the transfer function of the 
adaptive filter converges to Hopt(z) in (23) at least locally 
for large N and in this steady state from (1), (2), (3) and 
(23) the error signal e(n) is symbolically expressed as 
e(n) 1 - B(z)Hopt(z) ( ) ~ w n 
1 + (B(z) - B(z))Hopt(z) 
(1 - z-d A(z))w(n) 
where Z-l means the unit delay operator. This is the min-
imum variance d-step ahead prediction error of w (n ). That 
is, even if B(z) differs from B(z) within some range, the 
scheme in Fig. 2 gives the optimal steady state performance. 
4. A SIMPLE EXAMPLE 
Here we consider a simple case where B(z) = ,Z-l, B(z) = 
1'Z-l and w(n) is a first order (lowpass) AR process with 
the innovation variance 1, that is, G(z) = (1-az- 1 )-1 with 
o < a < 1. Then (23) becomes 
(27) 
with (3 = 1'/, and the corresponding impulse response 
hopt,l = al+1 (1 - (3)1 I, (l 2: 0). (28) 
The condition that (27) is the stationary point of the adap-
tive algorithm is 1(1 - (3)al < 1, that is, 1 - 11a < (3 < 
1 + 11a. Under this condition we consider (26) in this case, 
that is, 
(1 271'1} (3)acos L > 0 (l = 0, "', L - 1). 
But the quantity in the bracket is positive so that we have 
the overall local convergence condition as 
1 
0<(3 < 1 +-. 
a 
(29) 
Some simulations have been made to check the theo-
retical findings. In Fig.3 the learning curve showing the 
empirical variance of the squared error e2 (n) is presented 
for the case where a 0.9" 1, l' = 0.5 ((3 0.5) with 
N 8, and J.L = 0.01. The variance is obtained by av-
eraging over 50 data sets and the steady state variance is 
1.02879 which is very close to the minimum variance 1.0. 
In Table 1, the steady state first 4 impulse responses of the 
adaptive filter are presented together with the theoretical 
ones in (28). The agreements are good. Finally we have ob-
served that for (3 = -0.05 and 2.2 the adaptive algorithm 
diverges. This coincide well with (29). 
5. CONCLUSION 
We have presented the analysis of the adaptive filter al-






100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 sao 1000 
number of ~eration 
Fig. 3. Learning curve under the condition a = 0.9, , = 1 
and l' = 0.5. 
ho hI h2 h3 
empirical 0.870165 0.414190 0.201025 0.093168 
theoretical 0.900000 0.405000 0.182250 0.082013 
Table 1. Theoretical and estimated impulse responses. 
point and the local convergence condition using the averag-
ing method combined with the frequency domain expression 
of the adaptive algorithm. The obtained theoretical results 
coincide well with the simulation results. A further study is 
needed about the property of the generalized Wiener-Hopf 
equation describing the stationary point. 
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Stabilisation of fast QRO inverse-updates adaptive 
filtering algorithm 
H.Sakai and S.Hori 
Abstract: A stabilisation method for the fast QRD inverse-updates adaptive filtering algorithm 
(Proudler, 1994) involving modification by leakage is proposed. A stability analysis of error 
propagation of the algorithm is presented using the averaging principle. It is shown that the 
proposed algorithm is stable if the variance of the one-step-ahead linear predictor of the input 
signal is less than that of the prediction error, with the forgetting factor and the leakage factor 
sufficiently close to 1, under additional assumptions on the leakage factor and the linear prediction 
coefficient. 
1 Introduction 
It is well known that the fast Kalman-type recursive least 
squares (RLS) adaptive filtering algorithms are numerically 
unstable. Slock [1] proposed a stabilisation method for the 
FTF algorithm and provided a general framework for the 
analysis of error propagation based on the averaging 
principle. Binde [2] also proposed a stabilisation method 
for the fast Kalman algorithm by leakage and presented a 
corresponding stability analysis. However, the discussion 
is limited to the diagonal blocks of the expected transition 
matrix of the linearised error system. To conclude that the 
algorithm is truly stable, it may be necessary to study the 
effects of the off-diagonal blocks, which are small but may 
not be neglected. 
The fast QR decomposition (QRD) inverse-updates 
algorithm of Proudler [3] is also numerically unstable. In 
this paper, we propose its modification by leakage and 
present a more detailed and, in a sense, more accurate 
stability analysis of error propagation of the modified 
algorithm. It is shown that the modified algorithm is 
guaranteed to be stable under a certain condition. 
2 Modified algorithm by leakage 
We consider the following RLS adaptive filtering problem 
with 
n 
min L An-t(y(t) + wT (n)x(t»2 
wen) 1=1 
x(n) = (x(n)x(n - 1)· . ·x(n - p + l)l 
(1) 
where x(n), yen) and A(O:s A < 1) are the input signal, the 
desired signal and the forgetting factor, respectively. The 
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original QRD algorithm by Proudler [3] for eqn. 
modified in the following eqns. 5 and 14: 
initialisation: t[2(0) = 1, tb2(0) = 1, b;1 (0) = 1, 
all other variables = 0 
ef(n) = wJ(n - l)x(n - 1) +x(n) 
b;~I(n) = b;l(n - 1) + f3-2 tj2(n - l)e}(n) 
wJ (n) = !{wJ (n - 1) + ef(n)kT (n - I)} 
vJ(n) = kT(n - 1) - sfwJ(n) 
-2() - f3- 2 -2( 1) tf n = ~r tf n-
[vr(n) ,ub(n)] = [,uf(n) vJ(n)] 
eben) = wren -l)x(n) +x(n - p) 


















We set [3=),! and r=[3r(o <r« 1). Since r < 1, the 
'leakage' effect is introduced in eqns. 5 and 14. For 
r = 0, the algorithm reduces to the original one of Proudler 
[3]. 
The above algorithm can be regarded as a nonlinear 
stochastic dynamical systems: 
tfJ(n) = f( tfJ(n - 1), x(n» (18) 
with the (3p + 3)-dimensional state vector 
tfJ(n) = (wj(n) f}(n) wb(n) f~(n) ken) bp(n»T 
where ~r(n), f}(n), wb(n), f~(n), ken) and bin) are the 
forward linear prediction coefficient vector, the forward 
prediction residual energy, the backward linear prediction 
coefficient vector, the backward prediction residual energy, 
Kalman gain vector and the likelihood variable, respec-
tively, and its output is wen). As elsewhere [1, 2], the 
stability of error propagation of eqn. 18 can be examined 
by evaluating the eigenvalues of the expected transition 
matrix of the linearised system: 
(19) 
in the limit A -+ 1. The justification of this approach is 
presented elsewhere [1]. We use the following assumptions 
to calculate A and guarantee that the modified algorithm is 
stable. 
Assumption 1: A! = [3 = 1 f and r = [3r ::::::: 1 .- rf for 
sufficiently small f > 0, where r is of order f~ (112 > ~) 
i.e. r = O(f!). 
Assumption 2: The first element of the backward linear 
prediction coefficient vector for x(n) (defined in eqn. 70) is 
zero. 
Assumption 3: The input signal {x(n)} is a Gaussian 
stationary process with the exponentially decaying auto-
covariance function. 
Assumption 4: The variance of the one-step-ahead linear 
predictor of {x(n)} is less than that of the prediction error. 
Hereafter, 8 is used as the perturbation parameter to 
calculate A by a perturbation analysis. 
3 Calculation of A 
To calculate A, we extensively use the averaging principle 
of Samson and Reddy [4]. Let X(k) and Y(k) be a slowly 
varying random variable and a rapidly changing random 
variable, respectively. The averaging principle then says 
that 
E[X(k)Y(k)] ::::::: E[X(k)]E[Y(k)] (20) 
From 
E[Y(kl] = E[ X(kl . ;i~] '" E[X(kl] E[;i~~] (21) 
we also use the following approximation: 
E[Y(k)] ::::::: E[Y(k)] 
X(k) E[X(k)] (22) 




where I denotes the identity matrix. In addition, the like-
lihood variable b;l(n) is defined by 
b;l(n) = 1 tr(k(n)xT(n» , ken) = R-1(n)x(n), 
R(n) = [32 R(n 1) + x(n)xT (n) (24) 
Hence, in the steady state E[R(n)] = RI(1 - [32), where R 
is the covariance matrix of x(n), i.e. 
R = E[x(n)xT (n)] (25) 
Thus, E[R(n)] is of order f-I. However by applying Lemma 
A of Stoica and Nehorai [5] to each element of R(n) with 
assumption 3, we see that (1 - ),)R(n) -+ R + O( J(1 - ),» 
and n -+ 00, where O( J(1 ),» denotes a zero mean 
random variable vector whose covariance matrix tends to 
zero with the order of (1 - ),) as ), -+ 1. This means that 
R(n) is of order c l and ken) is of order f. We can then 
assume that bin)::::::: 1 when elements of A are evaluated. 
When the leakage factor r ::::::: 1 - rf is introduced, in eqn. 
23 there will be a perturbation term of order rf. By 
assumption 2 about r, this term is small compared with 
the first term, which is of order f, and so we discard this 
term and in the following calculations use eqn. 23. Thus, 
from eqn. 5 we get 
E[~(~ 1)] = E[!{I +kin IlxT(n 1))] 
::::::: r[32 I ::::::: {l - (r + 2)f)/ (26) 
From eqn. 13 we have 
8k(n) _ 1 8vb(n) 
8kT(n - 1) - Cb 8kT(n - 1) (27) 
By using the shift matrix 
o 
(28) 
from eqns. 5, 6, 7 and 9 we can express vb(n) as 
vb(n) = S(1 r~r~r(n»k(n - 1) rSjS~r(n - 1) - ~(rc 
(29) 
_ b;l(n 1) 
s ::::::: 1 - -:----...!..----::------
f b;1 (n - 1) + [3-2~r(n)£j2(n - 1) 
_ [3-2~r(n) 
- [3-2~r(n) + b;l(n - 1)£7(n - 1) (30) 
where n (1 O· .. ol. We can also write 
(31) 
Thus, we obtain 
[ 8k(n)] [( e~(n)bp(n) ) _ ] E T = E 1 + 2 2 (1 - 'rSfer(n» 8k (n - 1) [3 fb(n - 1) . 
S == pS (32) 
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From the structure of the algorithm there are several blocks 
that are identically zero. Thus, we have 
{1-(r+2)c:}! 0 0 0 0 0 
* * * * 0 * 
* * * * 0 * 
* * * * 0 * 
(33) A= 
* * * * pS * 
* * * * 0 * 
where * shows a non-zero block. As off-diagonal blocks in 
the first block row and the fifth block column of A are all 
zero, by considering the expansion of the determinant of 
A - ).1, the eigenvalues of A are equal to the eigenvalues 
of the first, the fifth diagonal blocks and those of 
A'=E 
af}(n) af}(n) afj(n) af}(n) 
af}(n-l) awr(n-I) af~(n-I ) abp(n-I) 
aWb(n) awb(n) aWb(n) awb(n) 
a~j(n-I) awr(n-I) af~(n-I ) abpCn-l) 
af~(n) af~(n) af~(n) af~(n) 
af}Cn-I) awr(n-I) af~(n-l ) abp(n-l) 
abp(n) abp(n) abe.(n) abe.(n) 
a~j(n-I) awr(n-I) af~(n-I) abpCn-l) 
(34) 
The eigenvalues of the (1,1) block of A are 1 - (r + 2)c:. 
Obviously these are between 0 and 1 for 
O<c:< 1/(r+2)< 1/2. Since the (5,5) block is propor-
tional to S, the corresponding eigenvalues are all zero. 
4 Calculation of A' 
We calculate the elements of the first row of A'. From eqns. 




af}(n) ] _ 2 '" 
E 2( ) - [3 - 1 - 2c:, E . -0 [ 
afl(n) ] 
aWb(n - 1) -af/ n - 1 
E =0, [ 
ac}(n) ] 
ac;(n - 1) E =(1 [ 
ac}(n)] 2 
abpCn - 1) 
(36) 
where we define (12 = E[e}(n)]. 
Next we calculate "the elements of the second block row 
of A'. From eqns. 10 and 12-14, we have 
aWb(n) 
aWb(n - 1) = 
r (I + k(n)xT (n) + eben) ~b 1 + eb(n)wb(n - \) aT~?) )) 
Cb aWb n - 1 
(37) 
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We then take the expectation of each term. The second 
term is obtained from eqn. 23. From eqn. 12 the third term 
IS 
(38) 
From eqn. 15 
f~(n) = Cb l [32c~(n - 1) = [32d(n - 1) + e;(n)bp(n) (39) 
Thus, in the steady state E[f;(n-l)] (1_[32)= 
E[e;(n)bp(n)] and, by a similar argument applied to R(n), 
c;(n) and fl(n) in eqn. 35 are of order c:- I . Since f~(n) 
varies slowly and e;(n) varies quickly, by the averaging 
principle (eqn. 22), we have 
E "'--1 [ 
e;(n)bp(n) ] 1 
[32f;(n - 1) - [32 (40) 
N ext we evaluate the fourth term in eqn. 37. However, 
by the leakage factor in eqn. 14, a bias is introduced in 
wb(n). The expression for this bias is presented in the 
Appendix (Section 10.1). From eqn .. 12 sb/cb= 
eb(n)bp(n)/ [32f;(n - 1), and so the last term of eqn. 37 
becomes 
a(~:) 
eb(n)wb(n - 1) T( ) 
aWb n - 1 
eb(n)wb(n - 1) [ T( ) () abp(n) ] 
= x n + eb n ~:;:;-'---[32c;(n - 1) aWb(n - 1) (41) 
From eqns. 10, 70 and 74, since in the steady state 
wb(n - 1):::::::: wb, we have 




As wb(n) varies slowly and eben) and x(n) vary quickly, by 
the averaging principle, from eqns. 71 and 74 we obtain 
E[eb(n)wb(n - l)xT (n)] :::::::: wbE[eb(n)xT (n)] 
= -(1 ~)wo~w6R (44) 
In a similar way to that for wb in Section 10.1, we can 
calculate the bias in ~r(n) and it is same as that of wb(n). 
Therefore, the variance of eben) is equal to that of e/(n), 
since {x( n)} is a stationary process, so that the statistics of 
the forward and the backward prediction errors are the 
same. Hence E[e;(n)] = E[e}(n)] = (12 and, from eqn. 39 
and bp(n):::::::: 1, E[f;(n - 1)]:::: (12/(1 - [32). Hence from 
eqn. 77 in the Appendix (Section 10.2), the second term 
on the right-hand side of eqn. 41 is 
2eb(n)wb(n)xT(n)/[34c~(n - 1) and of order c:2, since 
c~(n - 1) is of order c:-2 and other quantities are of order 
0(1). Therefore, this term can be discarded. Combining 
eqns. 38, 40 and 44 with ), = [32, we have 
E[ aWb(n) ]:::: r( 1 + ([32 1) + ([3\ - I)}! 
aWb(n - 1) 
-r(;2 \)(\ _ ~)~ wo;!;R 
::::(1 (45) 
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Other blocks of the second block row are calculated by 
similar approximations: 
E[ 3wb(n) ] :::::: 8e:3 (1 - ~)w 
3t}(n - 1) a2 0 (46) 
E[ 3wb(n) ] "-' _ 4e:2 (1 OWo, 
3t~(n - 1) - a2 
E [ ao:7:~) 1)] :;,: 2.(1 - ,;)wo (47) 
The derivations are a little complicated and are deferred to 
the Appendix (Sections 10.4). 
The elements of the third row of A' are also calculated by 
similar approximations. From eqns. 39, 75, and the Appen-
dix (Sections 10.2 and 10.3) 
[ 
3t~(n)] [ 2 3c5p(n)] 
E 3t}(n _ 1) = E eb(n) 3t}(n - 1) 
'" [e}(n)~(n)] "-' 2 
- E 2 4 - 4e: f3 tf(n - 1) 
[ 
3t~(n)] [ T 2 3c5p(n)] 
E 3wb(n _ 1) = E 2eb(n)x (n) + eb(n) 3wb(n _ 1) 
:::::: E[2eb(n)xT (n)] + E[ 2e~(n)X(n)] f32t~(n - 1) 
:::::: -2~w6R (48) 
[ 
3t~(n)] 2 
E 3t~(n _ 1) = f3 :::::: 1 - 2e:, 
E [ 3t~ (n) ] = E[ 2 ( )] = 2 3c5in _ 1) eb n a 
To obtain eqn. 35, we note that from assumption 3 
E[e~(n)xT(n)] = 3E[e~(n)]E[eb(n)xT(n)] and use eqn. 43, 
but the second term is small compared with the first term 
and is discarded. 
From Sections 10.2 and 10.3 eqn. 31 the elements of the 
fourth row of A' are given by 
E[ 3c5in) ] '" 4e:2 E[ 3c5in) ] "-' _ 4e: ~wT R 
3t}(n - 1) - a2 3wb(n - 1) - a2 0 
E[ 3c5in) ] '" _ 4e:2 E[ 3c5p(n) ] "-' 1 (49) 
3t~(n - 1) - a2 3c5p(n - 1) -
Combining the above results, we finally have 
1 - 2e: 0 




4e:2 4e:,.. T 
a2 2"swoR a 
0 a2 
4e:2 
OWo --(1 2e:(1 - 00 a2 (50) 




In eqn. 46 for r = l(r = 0) we have ~ = 0 and 
(51) 
Since, in this case, the off-diagonal blocks of the second 
block column of A' in eqn. 50 are all zero, 
1/ }, + A-I:::::: 1 + 4e:2 for },:::::: 1 2e: is the eigenvalue of 
A'. This means that the original QRD algorithm ofProudler 
[3] is unstable. However, the corresponding eigenvalues of 
the fast Kalman algorithm are 1/},:::::: 1 + 2e: [1], and so the 
degree of instability in Proudler's algorithm [3] is an order 
of magnitude less. This explains why it appears to be more 
difficult to find cases in which Proudler's algorithm 
diverges [3]. 
5 Stability Analysis 
To calculate the eigenvalues of A', diagonalisation of the 
(2, 2) block in A' is considered. Since the (2, 2) block of A' 
is (1 - re:)! - 2e:(1 - ~)~wow6R/a2, the eigenvectors are 
Wo and there is a set of linearly independent vectors 
ali = 1, . .. ,p - 1) such that w6Rai = O. Therefore, we 
can diagonalise it by using the matrix V = 
(al ... ap_1 wo) as 
I { 2e:( 1 - ~)~ T} V- (1 - re:)Ip - a2 wowoR 
(
1 - rc:)Ip_1 0 ) 
V = 0 1 - re: - 2e:( 1 - ~)~y (52) 
with y = w6Rwo/a2. to emphasise the dimension of the 
identity matrix, Ip denotes the p x p identity matrix. 
Clearly, V-I is expressed as 
( )
T 
-I Rwo V = bl···b_1 --p w6Rwo 
(53) 
with appropriate vectors bi(i = 1, ... ,p - 1), such that 
bTwo=o. So 
V-Iwo = (~) and w6RV = ( 0 wT Rwo ) (54) 
Multiplying diag(1, V-I, 1, 1), diag(l, U, 1, 1) from the left 
and the right, respectively, to eqn. 50 and using eqn. 54 we 
see that the eigenvalues of A' are 1 - re: and those of the 
matrix 
A" = 
2e 0 0 (J2 
8e3 4e2 
-(1- ~) 1 - re - 2e(1 - ~)~y -(1 ~) 2e(1 - ~) (J2 (J2 





Thus, the stability of the algorithm depends on the location 
of the eigenvalues of A". 
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By putting z = 1 + 81] in the characteristic equation 
det(A" - zI) = 0, a fourth-order equation is derived as 
follows: 
1]4 + {r + 4 + 2(1 - ~)~Y}1]3 + 4{r + 1 + 2(1 O~y}1]2 
+ 4{r 2(1 - ~)~y + 48(1 + 2(1 - ~)~Y)}1] 
+168{r - 2(1 - ~)~y} = 0 (56) 
When the Hurwitz stability condition holds, the real part of 
1] is negative and the eigenvalues of A" are inside the unit 
circle if 8 is sufficiently small. In this case, the Hurwitz 
stability condition [6] is written as 
{r - 2(1 - ~)~y + 48(1 + 2(1 - ~)~y)} 
[{r + 4 + 2(1 - ~)~y}{r + 1 + 2(1 - ~)~y} 
- {r - 2(1 - ~)~y + 48(1 + 2(1 - ~)~y)}] 
8{r - 2(1 - ~)~y}{r + 4 + 2(1 - ~)~y}2 > 0 (57) 
r+4+2(1-~)~y>0 (58) 
r + 1 + 2(1 - ~)~y > 0 (59) 
r - 2(1 - ~)~y + 48(1 + 2(1 - ~)~y) > 0 (60) 
r - 2(1 - ~)~y > 0 (61) 
Since from eqn. 74, 0 < ~ < 1, eqns. 58 and 59 are always 
satisfied. In addition, if eqn. 61 is satisfied, so is eqn. 60. 
Thus, we consider the condition of y under which eqn. 61 
is satisfied. 
From eqns. 71 and 42 
(52 :::: E[eb(n)] = (56 + ~2w'{;Rwo (62) 
where w'{; Rwo is the variance of the (backward) predictor 
w'{;x(n) and (56 = E[eb,o(n)] is the variance of the prediction 
error. Denoting Yo = wrORwo/(56 and using eqn. 74, the 
left-hand side of eqn. 61 is 
4r w'{;Rwo/(56 
r-
(r + 2)2 1 + ew,{;Rwo/(56 
:::: ~ {(I + yo)r2 + 4r + 4(1 Yo)} (63) (r + 2) + r2yo 
Therefore, by assumption 4, i.e. 
w'{;Rwo Yo =--2- < 1 (64) 
(50 
Eqn. 61 is satisfied. We show that eqn. 57 is also satisfied. 
For small 8 and r, from eqn. 74 ~ ::::r/2 and 1 - ~:::: 1. 
Thus, the main term of eqn. 57 is {r - ry + 8(1 + ry)} x 
4 8(r ry) x 42 . However, this is positive for small 8 if 
eqn. 61 holds. Hence, we conclude that, by the perturbation 
analysis, the modified algorithm by leakage is guaranteed 
to be stable under assumptions 1-4. 
Eqn. 64 is also expressed in the following way. First, 
from eqn. 70 we note that E[x2(n - p)] = E[x2(n)] = 
(56 + w'{; Rwo. Thus, eqn. 64 becomes 
E [x2(n)] 2 
2 < (50 
(65) 
From the well known fact in the linear prediction theory 
[7], eqn. 65 is written as 
(66) 
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where K j is the ith partial autocorrelation coefficient of 
{x(n)} . 
6 Simulation results 
We show some simulation results of the modified algo-
rithm. The system under investigation is a third-order FIR 
filter, such that the output y( n) in response to the input time 
series x(n) is 
yen) = 2.0x(n) + 1.0x(n - 1) - 0.5x(n - 2) + v(n) (67) 
v(n) is from a white unit-variance Gaussian noise source. 
The time series x(n) is a nonwhite-noise sequence gener-
ated by the first-order AR process 
x(n) = (X x(n - 1) + u(n) (68) 
where u(n) is a white unit-variance noise. In this case, 
p = 3, Wo = (0 0 - (X) and assumption 2 is satisfied. In 
addition, Kl = -(X, K2 = K3 = O. Thus to satisfy eqn. 64, 
from eqn. 66 the AR coefficient (X must meet 1/2 < 1 - (X2, 
i.e. I(XI < 1/ -J2. 
We choose a value of 0.999 for the forgetting factor )" 
with (X = 0.707. To check the expression for the bias in eqn. 
74, a dotted line in Fig. 1 represents the plots of the third 
element ofwb(n), together with the theoretical value, where 
we use r = 0.5 to see the bias clearly. The time average of 
the parameter estimate in the steady state from k = 10000 
to 5000 is 0.566. This is very close to the theoretical value 
0.565. The agreement is good even for this rather large r. 
Next we made simulations for (X = 0.6, 0.7, 0.707 with 
r = 0.1. The algorithm remains stable for 50000 iterations 
at least. The simulation result for (X = 0.707 is shown in 
Fig. 2. The plotted quantities in Fig. 2 are the three 
coefficients of the adaptive filter. However, for a = 0.8, 
sometimes it fails. One trial for a = 0.8 is depicted in Fig. 
3. Even in such a condition, by simulations we find that the 
modified algorithm can be stabilised by using a larger 
value of r. The simulation result with r = 0.2 is shown in 
Fig. 4, where the algorithm is now stabilised. 
We also generate the second-order AR process 
x(n) = (XJx(n - 1) + (X2x(n - 2) + u(n) (69) 
where (Xl = -(Kl + K2Kl) and (X2 = -K2 [7]. In this case, 
w'{; = (0 (Xl - (X2) and assumption 2 is satisfied. The case 
Kl = K2 = 0.5 satisfies eqn. 64, whereas the case Kl = 0.5, 
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Fig. 1 Plots of third element ofwb(n) and theoretical bias value 
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Fig. 2 Plots of w(n) of modified fast QRD inverse-update algorithm 
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Fig.3 Plots ofw(n) of modified fast QRD inverse-update algorithm 
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Fig. 4 Plots ofw(n) of modified fast QRD inverse-update algorithm 
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Fig. 5 Plots of squared norm of difference between w(n) s of modified 
algorithm and conventional RLS algorithm in log scale 
).=0.9998, IXI =0.700, IX2 =0.400,1'=0.1 
stabilised for r = 0.1, whereas the latter case requires 
r = 0.4 for stabilisation. Thus, again we see that the 
simulation results somehow coincide with the conclusion 
derived by the perturbation analysis, but in this case we 
need to use much smaller e. 
Fig. 5 shows the plots of the squared norm of the 
difference between the weight vectors w(n) by modified 
algorithm by leakage and the conventional numerically 
stable non-fast RLS algorithm. The plots are depicted in 
a log scale, which shows that the modified algorithm is 
numerically stable. 
7 Conclusions 
We have presented a stability analysis of error propagation 
of the modified fast QRD inverse-updates adaptive filtering 
algorithm by leakage. Theoretical findings and simulation 
results coincide well. 
In future work, the case where the input signal is more 
correlated, i.e. Yo in eqn. 64 is greater than 1 will be 
examined. 
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10 Appendix 
10.1 Bias in wb(n) 
Here we examine a bias in wb(n). First, we express 
x(n - p) = -w6x(n) + eb,O(n) (70) 
where Wo = (wp ... wil is the (backward) optimal predic-
tion coefficient vector, so that 
E[eb,O(n)x(n)] = 0 
From eqns. 10, 14 and 46 we have 
wb(n) = T{wb(n - 1) + eb,o(n)k(n) 
(71) 
+ k(n)xT (n)(wb(n - 1) - wo)} (72) 
Define wb = E[wb(n)]. By using the averaging principle 
and eqn. 71, we note that E[ebO(n)k(n)]= 
E[R- 1(n)x(n)eb,O(n)]::: E[R- 1 (n)]Ex(n)eb,O(n)] ~ O. By 
taking the expectation of eqn. 72 and using eqn. 23, we 
have 
Wb = T{wb + uP - 1)(wb - wo)} 
T - Tf32 
=---2wO 
1 - Tf3 
(73) 
Setting f3 = 1 - 8, T = 1 - r8 then gives 
r 
wb::: (1 - ~)wo' ~ = r+ 2 (74) 
10.2 Partial derivatives of bp(n) 
Here we present the expressions of the partial derivatives of 
bpCn), which frequently appear. Since from eqns. 3 and 11 
bp(n) = bp(n - 1) (75) 
1 (e}(n) e~(n»)b 1 
+ f32c}(n 1) - f32c~(n _ 1) pen - ) 
we have 
obpCn) _ b;(n) e}(n) 
of}(n - 1) - bp(n - 1) f32~/(n 
'" e}(n) (76) 
1) - f32~/(n - 1) 
obp(n) _ 
of~(n - 1) -
b;(n) ~(n) 
bpCn 1) f32f~(n 
10.3 Higher order moments 
(79) 
Here we present the expressions of the higher order 
moments of f}(n) and f~(n). Squaring both sides of eqn. 
35 with bp(n 1)::: 1, we have 
f/(n) ::: f34fj(n - 1) + 2f32f}(n - 1)(J2 + ej(n) (80) 
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Taking the expectation, using the averaging principle and 
E[fl(n)]::: (J2/(1_f32) in the steady state, we have 
E[f 4 (n)] '" 2 f32 (J4 '" (J4 8 - 2 
f - (1 - f32)(1 - f34) - 4 (81) 
Similarly, we have 
(82) 
Next, multiplying both sides of eqns. 35 and 39 with 
bpCn)::: 1, we have the recursion 
c}(n)f~(n) ::: ),2~1(n - l)f~(n - 1) + ),d(n - l)e}(n - 1) 
+ Af}(n - l)e~(n) + ~l(n - l)e~(n) (83) 
Taking the expectation and using the averaging principle, 
we have 
(84) 
In entirely the same way from eqns. 80 and 39, we have 
~/(n)f~(n) = ),\j(n - l)f~(n - 1) 
+ 2A2f}(n - l)d(n l)~l(n - 1) 
+ )?fj(n l)e~(n) 
+ 2),f}(n - l)e}(n - l)e~(n) + ej(n - l)e~(n) 
(85) 
Hence from eqns. 81-84, we have 
10.4 Derivation of eqns. 46 and 47 
From eqn. 30 we note that k(n) is of order 8 In addition, 
from eqn. 44 Sf is of order 8, since f}(n) is of order 8-1. 
Thus, from eqn. 29 vb(n) is of order 8 
First, eqn. 46 is derived. From eqns. 13 and 14 
~wb(n) = !eben) ~Vb(n) _1 
Offen - 1) Offen - 1) cb 
o(k) 
+ Teb(n) Of}Cn _ 1) vb(n) 
o(~) 
+ !eben) Of}(n _ 1) Wb(n - 1) 
== TI + T2 + T3 (87) 
From eqn. 29 we have 
oVb(n) _ 2 0Sf ) (S!er(n)k(n 1) o~l(n - 1) - offen - 1 . 
+ TS»:r(n - 1) + n) (88) 
7 
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However, the first term is small compared with the other 
terms. Hence, from eqn. 44 and bp(n - 1)::::::: 1 
aSj ej(n) 




E[Td ::::::: E 2 4 (Swj(n - 1) + n) (J cj(n - 1) 
(90) 
Hence, by the averaging principle and eqn. 80, we have 
4(Swj + n)s2 
E[Td ::::::: 4 E[ej(n)eb(n)] (91) (J 
where wj=E[wj(n)]. As in eqn. 74 ~r=(1-~)wo with 
Wo = (wI" . wpl. Thus, corresponding to eqn. 42 
ej(n) = ej,o(n) - ~ii{x(n - 1) (92) 
where ej,o(n)=x(n) + w6x(n - 1). Under assumption 2 
about the linear prediction coefficient, i.e. wp = 0, we have 
E[ ej,o(n )eb,O(n)] 
= E[(x(n) + w6x(n I»(x(n p) + w6x(n»] 
= wpE[x(n - p)(x(n - p) + w6x(n»] = 0 (93) 
Thus, from eqn. 74 
E[ej(n)eb(n)] = ~2E[w6x(n - I)w6x(n)] = 0(r2) (94) 
Therefore, if we take r= 0(s')(1/2 <~) as in assumption 1, 
then E[Td::::::: 0(S3) and this can be discarded. 
From eqns. 31, 75 and cL(n)::::::: O(s-I),sJ(n)::::::: 0(C2), we 
note 
a (i) eL(n)e}(n) 
ac}(n - 1) - (J\L(n - I)cJ(n (95) 
However, vb(n) is of order s so that T2 is of order S4 and can 
be discarded. 
Since from eqn. 12 
sb 1 
eb(n)=- = =- - 1 (96) 
Cb Cb 




where from assumption 3 we use E[e2(n)eL(n)] = 
(J4 + 2(E[er(n)eb(n)])2::::::: (J4. Thus, eqn. 46 is shown. 
In a similar way, eqn. 47 can be derived. From eqn. 13 
(98) 
As in eqn. 95 
and vb(n) is of order s so that T4::::::: (9(S3). From eqns. 96 
and 100, E[T5]::::::: - E[uL(n)wb(n 1)/{J2ct(n - 1)]::::::: 
- 4S2Wb/ (J2. 
Also 
(101) 
However, again from eqns. 31 and 75 
(102) 
so that T6 is of order S2 and E[T7]:::::::E[uL(n)wb 
(n -I)/{J2cL(n - 1)]:::::::2swb' 
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